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CHRIST CHURCH
Visitor
HM THE QUEEN
Dean
Percy, The Very Revd Martyn William, BA Brist, MEd Sheff, PhD KCL.
Canons
Gorick, The Venerable Martin Charles William, MA (Cambridge), MA
(Oxford)
Archdeacon of Oxford
Biggar, The Revd Professor Nigel John, MA PhD (Chicago), MA
(Oxford), Master of Christian Studies (Regent Coll Vancouver)
Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology
Foot, The Revd Professor Sarah Rosamund Irvine, MA PhD
(Cambridge)
Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History
Ward, The Revd Graham, MA PhD (Cambridge)
Regius Professor of Divinity
Newey, The Revd Edmund James, MA (Cambridge), MA (Oxford),
PhD (Manchester)
Sub Dean
Harrison, Carol, MA DPhil (Oxford), FBA
Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity
Students
Rutherford, Richard Browning, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of Greek and Latin Literature and Tutor in Greek & Latin
Literature
Judson, (Richard) Lindsay, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in Philosophy
Watson, Ian, MA MPhil, DPhil (Cambridge)
Tutor in Modern Languages (French)
Simpson, Edwin John Fletcher, BCL MA (Oxford)
Tutor in Law and Tutor for Graduates
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Howison, Samuel Dexter, MA MSc DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of Applied Mathematics and Tutor in Mathematics
Edwards, Mark Julian, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of Early Christian Studies and Tutor in Theology
McCulloch, Malcolm Duncan, MA BSc, PhD (Witwatersrand)
Tutor in Engineering Science
Obbink, Dirk, MA, PhD (Stanford)
Tutor in Greek Literature
Rowland-Jones, Sarah Louise, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of Immunology and Research Student
Jack, Belinda Elizabeth, BA (Canterbury), MA status DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in French
McDonald, (Duncan) Peter, MA, DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of British and Irish Poetry and Christopher Tower Student in
Poetry in the English Language and Curator of Pictures
Neubauer, Stefan, MA (Oxford), MD (Würzburg), FRP
Ordinary Student, Professor and Clinical Reader in Cardiovascular
Medicine
Parkinson, Brian, MA PhD (Manchester)
Professor of Social Psychology, Tutor in Experimental Psychology
Tandello, Emanuela, BA (Padua), MA DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in Italian
Moran, Dominic Paul, MA PhD (Cambridge)
Tutor in Spanish
Wilkinson, Guy, BSc (London) MA DPhil (Oxford)
Reader in Particle Physics and Alfred Moritz Student in Physics
Davies, Roger Llewelyn, BSc (London), PhD (Cambridge)
Philip Wetton Professor of Astrophysics and Lee Reader
Bell, Sir John Irving, KB BMedSc (Alberta), MA DM FRCP
Regius Professor of Medicine
Johnson, Geraldine A, BA (Yale), MA (Cambridge), PhD (Harvard)
Tutor in History of Art (and Senior Censor from August 2019)
Cross, Jonathan Guy Evrill, BA (Bristol) PhD (London). MA DLitt
(Oxford), FRSA, MAE
Professor of Musicology and Tutor in Music
Clark, Anna, MA MLitt (St Andrews) DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in Roman History and Librarian (until September 2017)
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Young, Brian Walter, BA (Durham) MA DPhil (Oxford) FRHistS
Professor of Intellectual History, Charles Stuart Tutor in Modern History
(and Senior Censor until August 2019)
Davis, Jason John, BSc (London) DPhil (Oxford)
Professor of Chemistry and Tutor in Inorganic Chemistry
Bose, Mishtooni Carys Anne, MA MPhil DPhil (Oxford)
Christopher Tower Official Student in Medieval Poetry in English and
Librarian
Yee, Jennifer, BA (Sydney), DEA, doctorate (Paris)
Professor of Literature in French, Tutor in French and Tutor for
Admissions
Kuhn, Axel, PhD (Kaiserslautern)
Reader in Atomic and Laser Physics, Tutor in Physics
Lawrie, James Cameron Fitzgerald Seymour, MA (Cambridge)
Ordinary Student and Treasurer
Aarts, Dirk, MSc PhD (Utrecht)
Professor of Chemistry and Tutor in Physical and Theoretical Chemistry
(and Junior Censor from August 2019)
Cragg, Stephanie Jane, MA (Cambridge), DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in Medicine
Wade-Martins, Richard, MA (Cambridge), DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in Medicine
Schear, Joseph, BA (California at San Diego), PhD (Chicago)
Tutor in Philosophy
Keene, Edward, BA MSc PhD (London)
Tutor in Politics
Mortimer, Sarah, MA MSt DPhil (Oxford)
Tutor in History
McGerty, Kevin, BA (Cambridge), PhD (MIT)
Professor of Mathematics and Tutor in Mathematics
Linières-Hartley, Pauline Anne, BA, MA (Oxford)
Ordinary Student and Steward
Sternberg, Karl, MA (Oxford)
Ordinary Student
Elder, Liesl, BA (Carleton)
Ordinary Student and University Development Director
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Dadson, Simon, BA (Oxford), MSc (British Columbia), PhD
(Cambridge)
Professor in Hydrology and Tutor in Geography
Newstead, Simon, BA (Bath), PhD (St Andrew’s)
Tutor in Biochemistry
King, Kayla, BSc (British Columbia), MSc (Concordia), PhD (Indiana)
Professor of Evolutionary Ecology and Tutor in Biology
Joosten, Jan Thijs Alfons, Lic DTh (Brussels), ThM (Princeton
Theological Seminary), PhD (Jerusalem), HDR (Strasbourg)
Regius Professor of Hebrew
Barker, Richard, BA (Oxford), MPhil PhD (Cambridge)
Tutor in Management Studies
Hiscock, Simon, MA DPhil (Oxford), PGCE
Ordinary Student and Director, Botanic Gardens
Hutchinson, Gregory Owen, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Regius Professor of Greek
Kuo, Alexander, MA (Harvard), PhD (Stanford)
Tutor in Politics
Lebow, Kathrine, MA (Yale), PhD (Columbia)
Tutor in History
Vasudevan, Alexander, BA PhD (British Columbia)
Tutor in Geography
Gal, Yarin, BSc (Open University of Israel) MSc (Oxford), PhD
(Cambridge)
Tutor in Computer Science
Sedláček, Peter, MSc (Prague), MA (Joint European Studies Program),
MPhil PhD (Amsterdam)
Tutor in Economics
Coote, Mark, BA (Nottingham), MA (London)
Ordinary Student and Director of Development
Hooper, Hayley, LLB (Glasgow), BCL MPhil PhD (Oxford)
Pennington’s Student in Law (until October 2019)
Allison, James, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Fixed Term Student in Physics
Duncan, Sophie, MA DPhil (Oxford)
Fixed Term Student in English
Smith, Ewan, BA (Oxford), LL.M (Harvard), DPhil (Oxford)
Fixed Term Student in Law (from November 2019)
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Honorary Students
Armstrong, Robert Temple, the Rt Hon Lord Armstrong of Ilminster,
GCB KCB CB CVO MA
Gurdon, Sir John Bertrand, MA DPhil FRS
Urquhart, Sir Brian Edward, KCMG MBE DCL (Hon LLD Yale)
Acland, Sir Antony Arthur, KG GCMG CVO MA
Howard, Professor Sir Michael Eliot, OM CH CBE MC DLitt FBA
FRHistS FRSL (died November 2019)
Hassan ibn Talal, HRH Prince of Jordan
Lawson, Nigel, the Rt Hon Lord Lawson of Blaby, MA PC
Girouard, Mark, MA PhD
Morris, Jan, CBE FRSL MA
Williams, Rowan Douglas, Baron Williams of Oystermough, PC, FBA,
FRSL, FLSW
Oppenheimer, Nicholas Frank, MA
Scholey, Sir David Gerard, CBE (Hon DLitt London Guildhall) FRSA
Smith, Douglas, MA
Wood, Sir Martin Francis, OBE DL (Hon FEng UMIST Hon DSc
Cranfield on DSc Nott Hon DTech Loughborough Hon DEng
Birm) FRS
Drury, the Very Revd John Henry, MA Oxf (MA Camb)
de la Bastide, Michael, TC QC
Blair, Ian Warwick, Baron Blair of Boughton Kt, QPM, MA Oxf
Curtis, Richard Whalley Anthony, CBE
Moritz, Michael Jonathan, BA
Rothschild, Nathaniel Charles Jacob, the Rt. Hon. Lord, OM, GBE
Ronus, Robert, BA Oxf
McDougall, Douglas, OBE
Neuberger, David Edmond, Baron Neuberger of Abbotsbury, PC, QC
Paine, Peter S, Jr., LLB Harvard, BA Princeton, MA Oxf, Ordre
National du Mérite
Preston, Simon (John), CBE, MusB MA Camb
Beard, Alexander F, MA Oxf
Lewis, The Very Revd Christopher Andrew, MA DPhil Oxf, PhD Camb
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Emeritus Students
Andreyev, (Constance) Catherine Laura, MA DPhil (PhD Camb)
Asquith, Ivon Shaun, MA Oxf (PhD Lond)
Benthall, Richard Pringle, MA (MA Camb)
Bowman, Alan Keir, MA (MA PhD Toronto) FBA
Butler, (Ian) Christopher, MA Oxf
Cartwright, John, BCL, MA Oxf
Cheetham, Anthony Kevin, MA DPhil FRS
Conrad, Peter John, MA FRSL
Darlington, Stephen Mark, MA DMus Oxf, FRCO Gardner, Sir
Richard Lavenham, MA Oxf, PhD Camb, FRS
Grossel, Martin Christopher, BSc PhD Lond, MA Oxf
Haigh, Christopher Allan, MA Camb, MA Oxf, PhD Manc, FRHistS
Hamer, Richard Frederick Sanger, MA
Harris, John Graham, MA Oxf, MA Greenwich, DipIE Reading,FIH.
Hine, David John, MA DPhil Oxf (Lund, Peter Gradwell, MA
Matthews, Peter Bryan Conrad, MA DM DSc (MD Camb) FRS
Nowell, David, MA DPhil (MA Camb) CEng, MIMechE
O’Donovan, the Revd Oliver Michael Timothy, MA DPhil
Oppenheimer, Peter Morris, MA
Pallot, Judith, MA (BA Leeds, PhD Lond)
Parsons, Peter John, MA FBA
Paton, Jack Ellis, MA (BSc St And, PhD Birm)
Pelling, Christopher Brendan Reginald, MA DPhil
Pulzer, Peter George Julius, MA (MA PhD Camb BSc Lond)
FRHistS
Rice, (David) Hugh, BPhil MA
Robinson, Christopher Frank, MA
Sansom, Mark Stephen Perry, MA DPhil
Speedy, Andrew William, MA (MA PhD Camb)
Stacey, Derek Norton, MA DPhil
Thomas, William Eden Sherwood, MA FRHistS
Thompson, Ian David, MA (PhD Camb)
Truman, Ronald William, MA DPhil
Vaughan-Lee, Michael Rogers, MA DPhil
Ward, Canon Professor Keith, BA (Wales), MA (Oxon.), B. Litt.
(Oxon.), DD (Oxon.) F.B.A.
Wayne, Richard Peer, MA (PhD Camb)
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Williamson, Hugh Godfrey Maturin, MA Phd Dd Camb, DD Oxf,
FBA
Wright, Jonathan Richard Cassé, MA DPhil Oxf.
Censor of Degrees
Bose, Mishtooni Carys Anne, MA MPhil DPhil Oxf.
Pallot, Professor Judith, MA (BA Leeds, PhD Lond)
College Chaplain
Hayns, The Revd Clare, BA Warw, MSc RHUL, PGDip Oxf Brookes
Curator of the Picture Gallery
Thalmann, Jacqueline Margot, (MA Berlin, Dipl. Lond Courtauld)
Fowler Hamilton Visiting Research Fellows
Professor Iliara Ramelli
Professor of Roman History and Fellow in Ancient Philosophy, Catholic
University, Milan, and K Britt Chair, Thomas Aquinas University,
Chicago.
Professor Denis Feeney
Giger Professor of Latin, Princeton.
Lecturers
Abecassis, Michael, MA status Oxf, MLitt St And French
Ansorge, Olaf, Neuroanatomy
Archer, Rowena, MA DPhil Medieval History
Batho, David Philosophy
Bitel, Anton, Classics
Brain, Keith, Pharmacology
Breward, Christopher, MA MSc DPhil Mathematics
Broad, Leah, Music
Cantley, James, Medicine
Cohen, Sarah, Ancient History
Colla, Marcus, History
Deakin, Matthew, Engineering Science
Frazier, Robert Lewis, (BA W Wash, MA PhD UMASS, Amherst)
Philosophy
Gilbert, James, Clinical Medicine
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Goddard, Stephen, French
Goodman, Martin David, MA DPhil FBA Roman History
Harris, Brendan, Theology
Harris, Stephen, Biological Sciences
IP, Pui Him, Theology
Kohl, Michael, BSc Lond, DPhil Oxf Medicine
Littlewood, Timothy James, (MB BCh FRCP FRC.Path MD Wales)
Medicine
Maw, David, MA DPhil Music
Merchant, Alan Clive, MA DPhil Physics
Mishra, Challenger, Physics
Norton, Roy, MA MSt Oxf Spanish
Papanikoloau, Dimitris, Modern Greek
Pazos Alonso, Claudia, Portuguese
Piccolo, Alessio, Economics
Pires, Jacinta, (MSc Leics) Economics
Rhoades, Peter G, College Art Tutor
Roberts, Ian Simon David, FRCPath, MRCPath, MBChB, BSc Hons
Pathology
Schaar, Elsa, History of Art
Schroeder, Severin, Philosophy
Schwarz, Miriam, German Lektorin
Scott, Kathryn MA MSci PhD Camb Biochemistry
Simblett, Sarah, Fine Art
Solopova, Elizabeth, English
Thomas, Jenelle, Linguistics
Thompson, Samuel, Organic Chemistry
Upton, (Ann) Louise, BA Oxf, PhD Lond Medicine
Van Rheede, Joram, Psychology
Vilain, Robert, MA DPhil German
Wilkins, Robert James, MA DPhil Physiological Sciences
Willden, Richard, M.Eng, PhD DIC Engineering Science
Junior Research Fellows
Barendt, Timothy, MChem DPhil (Oxford) Chemistry
Bath, Eleanor, BA BSc (New South Wales), DPhil (Oxford) Biological
Sciences
Bennett, Joshua , BA MSt DPhil (Oxford) History
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Broad, Leah, BA MSt DPhil (Oxford) Music
Cohen, Netta, BA MA (Tel Aviv), DPhil (Oxford)
El Khachab, Chihab, BA Ottowa Anthropology
Frawley, Andrew, MChem PhD (Durham) Chemistry
Giles, Samantha, MSci (Bristol) DPhil (Oxford) Geology
Hill, Peter, BA MSt DPhil (Oxford) Languages
Holmes, Ros, BA (SOAS), MSt (Oxford), DPhil (Oxford) History of Art
Keum, Tai-Yeoun, PhD (Harvard) Political Theory
Lockwood, Patricia, BSc (Bristol), PhD (London) Psychology
Meinecke, Jena, BSc (UCLA) DPhil (Oxford) Physics
Rainforth, Thomas, BA MA MEng (Cambridge), DPhil (Oxford)
Computer Science
Riley, Emma, BA (Cambridge), MPhil DPhil (Oxford) Economics
Schafer, Vera, BSc MSc (ETHZ), DPhil (Oxford) Physics
Shakeshaft, Hugo, MA MSt DPhil (Oxford) Classics
Smethurst, Rebecca, MPhys (Durham), DPhil (Oxford) Astrophysics
Sullivan, Michael, BA (Durham) MPhil PhD (Cambridge) English
Taylor, Lucy, BSc (UWE, Bristol) MSc (Bristol) DPhil (Oxford) Biology
Thompson, Robin, MMath (Oxford) PhD (Cambridge) Mathematics &
Biological Sciences
Von Preussen, Brigid MA (Cambridge) MA (Warburg) MPhil
(Columbia) History of Art
Senior Associate Research Fellow
Bull, Malcolm, BA (Oxford) MA (London) History of Art
Doyne Farmer, J., BSc (Stanford), PhD (California at Santa Cruz) Physics
Hesjedal, Thorsten, Diploma (Tübingen), Doctorate (Humboldt)
Physics
Neff, Gina, BA DPhD (Columbia), MPhil (City University of New
York) Sociology
Ogg, Graham Stuart, MA DPhil (Oxford), BMBCh, FRCP Molecular
Medicine
Thornton, Thomas, MA PhD (Seattle) Environmental Change
Wright, John David Maitland, MA (Aberdeen), MA DPhil (Oxford),
FRSE Mathematics
Millard and Lee Alexander Post-Doctoral Fellow
Morabito, Leah, BSc (Michigan), MSc (Oklahoma), PhD (Leiden)
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McDonald Postdoctoral Fellow in Christian Ethics and Public Life
Moyse, Ashley, Christian Ethics and Public Life
Postdoctoral Research Fellows
Al-Zoubi, Saja, Economics
Donaldson-Hanna, Kerri, BSc (Florida Institute of Technology), MSc
PhD (Brown) Astrophysics
Heazlewood, Brianna, BSc PhD (Sydney) Chemistry
Jostins-Dean, Luke, MA, MPhil PhD (Cambridge) Biological Sciences
Liu, Yiqing, BA (Nanjing), PhD (Peking) Astrophysics
Parker, Lucy, MA, MSt, DPhil (Oxford) History
Rashbrook-Cooper, Oliver, PhD Warw Philosophy
Schneider, Fabian, Bsc, MSc, PhD (Bonn) Astrophysics
Veliz, Carissa, BA (Salamanca), MA (New York), DPhil (Oxford)
Philosophy
Watson, Gabrielle, LLB (Edinburgh), MSc, DPhil (Oxford Law
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THE HOUSE IN 2019
How many of us, demanded Thomas de Quincey (a proud alumnus of
Manchester Grammar in the early nineteenth century) can read a text in
Greek without occasionally glancing at the Latin on the right-hand side
of the page? In our own day even professional Classicists (at other
universities) have sometimes been suspected of reading habitually in
English with an occasional glance at the Latin on the left side of the
bilingual Loeb edition. The change is not entirely to be regretted, for it
is no longer true, if it ever was, that the solvency of the nation, the
longevity of its inhabitants or even its success in the Olympic Games is
dependent on the interminable chanting of irregular conjugations or an
infallible ability to remember which genitive plurals in the third
declension contain the letter i. Nothing indeed appears to depend on the
knowledge of any language other than English, and even the grammatical
use of this is outsourced to foreigners who still possess the abstruse skill
of distinguishing nouns from verbs. Decades have passed since George
Steiner observed that most of the leading intellects of our society have
devoted themselves to science, and even in Oxford the principal
recommendation of the humanities for many years has been that they
contribute as much as the sciences to our high international ranking but
at a fraction of the cost. The capital that Oxford has at last secured to
realise its twenty-year dream of a building for the humanities is nugatory
in comparison to what is spent on the sciences, but it none the less forces
us to consider why any funds at all should be vouchsafed to this
constellation of waning disciplines which has already felled whole forests
to produce more books than the Bodleian can hold.
Collegiate life refutes the misguided apologists who maintain that it
is only in the humanities that students learn to think. There are far too
many recent publications by professional scholars, especially those who
have borrowed some prefabricated 'theory', which might leave one
wondering whether the art of drawing a valid deduction from a
comprehensible premiss survives at all outside the natural sciences. It is
truer to say that students learn to think in a different manner, one that
puts a higher value on the history and social context of the object (even
supposing that history and social context are not already the designated
objects of study). Even the most analytical philosopher has a better grasp
of the history of a problem than a typical scientist needs to have of the
13

history of a problem in endocrinology or astrophysics. The scientist
might retort that that is because the philosopher, no less than the
classicist or the historian, addresses problems that would not exist but for
the blundering of humans; the business of the scientist, on the other
hand, is to put aside all the false theses spawned by the habit of pestering
nature with unanswerable questions, and to seek from the data only what
can be found. While this is not always untrue, it is salutary to be
reminded that the collection and appraisal of data always has a purpose,
and that an academic purpose, being that of a human agent, ought to be
one that takes account of the needs and interests of one's fellow humans.
Questions, even in science, have a history because the reasons for asking
them may change, and with that change comes the necessity of supplying
a reason for the continuation of the enterprise - all the more so if it entails
the expense of a new laboratory or the addition of a new horde of students
to an overpopulated city.
Scholars in the humanities must be as grateful as anyone else for the
successes of technology and medicine in prolonging life and relieving us
from many of its traditional pains and inconveniences. At the same time
they may be better placed to observe that most societies of the past have
recognised other goals and goods than mere longevity or facility of
existence. The efforts of theologians and philosophers to penetrate the
great mysteries may not have made a single aeroplane fly, but they have
exercised the most human of our faculties and saved us from handing
over our hours of leisure as well as our hours of work to the tyranny of
machines. If the humanities did no more than save us from daytime
television, they would help to ensure that the fruits of science do not
become apples of Sodom. This they can do only if it is recognised that
teaching is essential to the work of an academic in the humanities. The
products of technology we can use without any notion of the laws by
which they work or the materials that constitute them; Shakespeare is
mere ink and paper to those who have never learned to scan a pentameter,
to decode an extended metaphor or to deduce from action what is being
hidden in a speech. A modern University sometimes needs to be
reminded of what every college knows, that the goal of education is not
to accumulate prizes and distinctions for the teachers but to teach a new
generation how to make the best of life.
Thus we continue to replenish the body of those whom the world
calls Tutors under the venerable and doubly perplexing title “Official
14

Student”. Laurence Brassart, who replaces David Nowell in Engineering,
received her diploma and doctorate in Louvain, and came to Christ
Church by way of Harvard, a college in Cambridge. Her understanding
of the mechanical properties of metals suggests that the war between man
and machine will have a different outcome for her than for most of us.
The title of Matthew Holweg’s recent book, The Second Century, may
have excited hopes or fears of an addition to our teaching quorum in
Classics, while his expertise in 'lean thinking' might appear to be full of
menace for the future of High Table. We take heart from the fact that
the college is almost entering its sixth century, while the automobile
industry (Dr Holweg's speciality as Official Student in Management) will
surely undergo deep changes before it reaches its third. A college can
never have too many lawyers, and this year we have two to welcome. Our
new Official Student in Law, Ciara Kennefick, studied this subject
together with French Literature at University College, Cork, and
continues both to write in French and to teach in Paris, proving herself
in both respects the ideal successor to John Cartwright. Her eagerness to
teach Roman law would arouse the suspicion that she is no friend to
Brexit, were it not for our current Prime Minister's ebullitions on the
same topic. As the new Pennington Student in Law, Ewan Smith ensures
that the College will not go Scot-free after Hayley Hooper's departure to
Harris Manchester College, and also adds three or four millimetres to the
average height of the Governing Body.
Like these new additions to Governing Body, our Junior Research
Fellows are very much of the twenty-first century. Sibelius is the favourite
composer of musicologist Leah Broad, and it would be interesting to
know if there is anyone at the House who recalls the first use of his “At
the Castle Gate” in 1957 as the theme tune for The Sky at Night. The
modern world is more troubled by sublunar than by sidereal vicissitudes,
and Netta Cohen, a JRF in History, is the co-founder of Oxford's
network for environmental history, while zoologist Lucy Taylor devotes
much of her study to the ecology of animal life. The border between
Biology and Chemistry is now becoming as porous as that between
Chemistry and Physics, and Andrew Fawley describes his special interest
as the development of new chemical tools for the study of biological
systems. A JRF in Computing Science would have been a rare fish in the
twentieth century, but Tom Rainforth comes to us with expertise in
theories of probability, and particularly in Monte Carlo methods - which
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means, no doubt, that he will help the Treasurer find more venturesome
ways of increasing the endowment. One JRF must make way for another,
and Peter Hill is now to be sought at Northumbria University, Leah
Morabito at the University of Durham and Jena Meinecke at the
Clarendon Laboratory on Parks Road. Two Post-Doctoral Fellows have
also migrated, though not very far, Gabrielle Watson to teach law at
Lincoln College, while Brianna Heazlewood, now Professor of Physical
and Theoretical Chemistry, directs her own research group on South
Parks Road. The Fowler Hamilton Vising Fellowship was held this year
by two distinguished students of classical and late antiquity; Denis
Feeney returns to Princeton, where he teaches on many aspects of Latin
literature and Roman culture, while Ilaria Ramelli continues to write
from Milan on almost everything that was thought or said in the
Mediterranean world between the first stirrings of the Greek intellect and
the end of the Roman Empire in the west.
The rapid coming and going of lecturers illustrates both the diversity
of business and the impermanence of tenure in an academic world that
was not foreseen by the founder of any undergraduate college at Oxford.
Those who departed in 2019 were: Tom Ainsworth (Philosophy), Adele
Bardazzi (Ilalian), Abigail Buglass (Classics), James Cantley (Medicine),
Sarah Cohen (Ancient History), Constance Crozier (Engineering),
Matthew Hoyle (Law), Syafiq Johar (Mathematics), Florian Klimm
(Mathematics), Alvina Lai (Biological Sciences), Sebastian Petzolt
(Philosophy), Alessio Piccolo (Economics), Eliza Schaar (History of Art),
Kathryn Scott (Biochemistry), Sebastian Sunday Grève (Philosophy) and
Christian Wilson (Music). Simon Hogan has come to the end of his
term as assistant organist, while Mark Klamberg has demitted as
Stockholm Fellow in Law, to be replaced by Cyril Holm. As their
successors we welcome (this time by alphabetic order of subject rather
than name): Dominic Alonsi and Lidia Vasilieva in Biochemistry; Tonya
Lander in Biology; Samuel Cahill in Chemistry; Roberta Bernardi and
Il-Kweon Sir in Classics; Huo Shihang in Economics; Harry Pettit
(Geography); Marcus Colla in History; Jennifer Johnson in History of
Art; Adam Gal and Robert Hinch in Mathematics; Michala Pedersen
(Medicine); David Batho (Philosophy); Collis Tahzib (Politics); and
Oliver Ready (Russian). We note with sadness the passing of two
members of the House: Sir Michael Howard, alumnus and Honorary
Student, who was Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford from
16

1980 to 1988; and Edward Hector (“Teddy”) Burn, Tutor and Official
Student in Law from 1955 to 1990, a tenure that inspires Ozymandian
wonder in our age of long careers made up of short employments –
though in this case it still bears a modest proportion to his total span of
97 years.
Mark Edwards
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THE ARCHIVES
The Archive continues to be as busy as always with external researchers
using all the resources available from the earliest document – the
Cartulary of Eynsham abbey of 1196 – to the most modern produced in
digital forms. Internal use of the collections for administrative purposes
grows every year, and more and more groups come for formal classes and
out of curiosity. In 2019, we hosted, among others, visits from the
Magdalen College School Archive Club, the Tennyson Society, the very
active South Stoke Historical Society, and students studying architectural
history at OUDCE.
The Archivist does go visiting, too. During the year, she gave talks
to the Association of Oxford University Pensioners, to the Henley Probus
Club, to Masters students at Rewley House, and for the Oxford
Experience guests.
Accessions to the Archive are varied. Much of the new material
deposited in the Brewhouse comes as a result of building and
refurbishment projects, and includes both papers concerned directly with
the works (drawings, contracts, financial papers, etc.), and odd items –
artefacts and papers which need a new home. The Brewhouse is now
bursting at the seams but plans for extra storage are getting closer to
approval. It will be wonderful, if the plans come to fruition, to be able
to have the floor clear again!
Thanks to the generous gift of one of our alumni, the seventeenthcentury Armada chest which occupies a corner of the Archive, was
beautifully conserved by Cliveden Conservation Workshop. The chest,
which carries tiny paintings of houses, boats, flowers, and trees, was
covered in a rather nasty dark varnish. This was carefully removed
revealing wonderful colours. Rather than revarnish, the wrought-iron
chest has been gently waxed.
As reported last year, The King’s cathedral: the ancient heart of Christ
Church, Oxford was published last October and will be followed by the
fourth in the Christ Church history saga, Cows and Curates: the story of
Christ Church’s land and livings, in the autumn of 2020. The Archivist
thanks all members for their support for these volumes.
Judith Curthoys
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THE CATHEDRAL
Christ Church Cathedral is both College Chapel and the ‘mother church’
for the Diocese of Oxford, serving the 2.2 million people of the Thames
Valley. The daily offering of worship to God is at the heart of Cathedral
life. In addition, we host a wide range of diocesan events, music, art and
drama.
January 2019 saw the beginning of the second phase of a major project
to upgrade the cathedral lighting systems, including a move to new low
energy LED lights, alongside the cleaning and maintenance of the
historic roof. The installation of scaffolding and the presence of the
builders necessarily placed some constraints on the hospitality the
Cathedral was able to offer, but worship continued uninterrupted.
In January we were delighted to install three new honorary canons,
the Revd Stephen Pullin, the Revd Verena Breed and the Revd Chris
Bull, alongside the admission of two new members of the Order of St
Frideswide (Anna Thomas Betts and Hugh Boulter). At the beginning of
February local church choirs affiliated to the Royal School of Church
Music joined us for the Feast of Candlemas.
Lent began with a Eucharist and the imposition of ashes. During
Holy Week, the Cathedral Choir performed J. S. Bach’s St John Passion
with the Wolsey Ensemble. Unusually, our diocesan Maundy Thursday
Chrism Eucharist took place at Dorchester Abbey because of the lighting
works. Canon Professor Sarah Foot delivered our Holy Week
meditations, on the theme of ‘A Journey to Calvary’ inspired by works in
Christ Church Picture Gallery.
Other seasonal services included our Liturgy of the Upper Room on
Maundy Thursday; our interactive family service, Journey to the Cross, on
Good Friday; our Easter Vigil on the Saturday; and the joyful services of
Easter Day itself.
We marked Pentecost with the University Sermon delivered at
Choral Matins by the Archdeacon of Bournemouth, the Venerable Peter
Rouch, and Choral Eucharist featuring a group of 50 singers from the
Växjö Cathedral Oratorio Choir, marking the 20th anniversary of the link
between the Diocese of Oxford and Växjö. The Three Choirs Evensong
in June once again saw the coming together of the choirs of Christ
Church, Magdalen and New College, and was conducted by Steven
Grahl, Mark Williams and Robert Quinney. In June we held three
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Petertide services of Ordination of men and women to the Diaconate,
the Headteachers’ Eucharist, the Year 6 Leavers’ Service, the Licensed
Lay Ministers’ Service and services of Visitation for churches in the
Oxford and Cowley deaneries.
In July we once again hosted the reflective ‘Saying Goodbye’ service,
part of a national programme to support those who have experienced
baby loss. In September we ran a series of Sunday sermons for
Creationtide.
As usual in October we marked St Frideswide-tide. In addition to the
usual Court Sermon (with the Dean of Salisbury as Preacher), the Civic
Service (with a theme of ‘Creative arts, changing lives’), and the Patronal
Eucharist, we held the first ever St Frideswide Pilgrimage which brought
pilgrims to the Cathedral from four different routes. The event, which
ended in a service led jointly by the Bishop of Oxford and the Dean,
attracted around 250 walkers and more than 500 worshippers, including
60 under-16s. We were also privileged to host the Funeral Service of
Police Constable Andrew Harper of Thames Valley Police on 14 October,
an event which saw Tom Quad and the streets of Oxford lined with
hundreds of police officers.
In November we marked Remembrance, and in December celebrated
Advent and Christmas with the usual round of concerts and services,
including our ever-popular service of Nine Lessons and Carols.
Musically, an exciting development took place in May 2019 when the
Governing Body of Christ Church approved the formal adoption of
Frideswide Voices as a permanent part of our choral foundation. This
meant that Christ Church now has a girls’ choir all year round, rather
than just for the Michaelmas term. A new Director, Helen Smee, was
appointed and took up post in September. At the same time, a woman
alto was appointed as a Lay Clerk within the Cathedral Choir for the first
time.
As usual, we ran our popular series of summer lectures, taking the
theme of Science and Religion. Subjects covered included ‘God and the
Big Bang’ and ‘Should we send missionaries into outer space?’ Earlier in
the year, we put on a series of free public lectures on the Great War in
partnership with the McDonald Institute.
We hosted two art exhibitions: ‘Stopping Places’ in Lent, a set of
Stations of the Cross by Birmingham based artist Mary Flitcroft; and, in
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November, ‘Cleft, Done, Gone’, a series of dramatic sculptures by
Charles Hewlings.
Other extra activities included hosting the biennial Church Times
Festival of Preaching, and also the biennial conference for the clergy of
Christ Church livings.
Our education work continues with over 2,500 schoolchildren
coming to the Cathedral. As well as the regular curriculum-based termtime activities, the team offers half-term workshops and professional
development opportunities for teachers.
We continue to welcome European students through the ecumenical
ARC scheme (Accueil: Welcome, Rencontre: encounter, and
Communauté: community). The young volunteers provide tours in their
own languages to our many overseas visitors.
The Dean was warmly welcomed back to the Cathedral in September
after an absence of several months. Eileen Head retired from her post in
the Cathedral office at the end of August, and at the same time the
Cathedral Assistant, Emily Essex, left to train for ordination. As a result
of some reorganisation, Sarah Hope joined us as Cathedral Secretary,
Philippa Blackwell as part-time Bursar, and Jacob Downey as Events
Assistant. Tom Bower joined the team as part-time Assistant Education
Officer. Just before the end of the year it was announced that the
Archdeacon of Oxford, Martin Gorick, would be leaving to become
Bishop of Dudley; and that the Sub Dean, Edmund Newey, had been
appointed as Rector of Rugby. Both take up their new roles in 2020.
Sarah Meyrick
Cathedral Public Engagement Manager
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CATHEDRAL MUSIC
The past year has been a busy and fruitful one for the Cathedral Choir,
and I am grateful for the warmth of the welcome I received when I began
as Organist and Official Student in Music at Christ Church. Having
previously been Organ Scholar at Magdalen College, and Assistant
Organist at New College in Oxford, I am pleased to have ended up at
the best of the Oxford Choral Foundations!
There have been a number of significant developments in Christ
Church’s musical life during these past twelve months. Alongside our
commitment to the musical training of boy trebles, we are now able to
offer an excellent musical education to girl choristers, through the
adoption of Frideswide Voices. This choir gives girls from some twenty
Oxfordshire schools the opportunity to sing regularly in the Cathedral,
including services with the Clerks of the Cathedral Choir. Previously,
Frideswide Voices sang in a variety of Oxford College Chapels, including
Christ Church, and it has been a huge pleasure to welcome them to a
permanent home here. Under their newly appointed Musical Director,
Helen Smee, the girls are continuing to make great progress. In addition
to their regular services, they have offered an Advent Carol Service, and
sung at the Chapter Charity Carol Concert and in collaboration with the
choirs of New College, and of the Queen’s College. We should
acknowledge and pay tribute to the work of the founding Frideswide
Voices Trustees.
All of the Cathedral’s choirs have enjoyed singing in the Chancel,
closer to the East End of the Cathedral. This move was brought about by
an enforced shift to allow renovation of the lighting in the West part of
the Cathedral. Since the acoustic and liturgical environment in the
Chancel has proved to be much more successful than in the previous
situation, this positioning of the choirs will continue. It is a particular joy
to be able to sing the music of, for example, John Taverner, in the
location where singers would have been situated before Gilbert Scott’s
nineteenth-century remodelling of the Cathedral.
The Cathedral Choir now accepts applications from both men and
women for Academical and Lay Clerkships, and Elizabeth Nurse has
been an excellent addition to the Alto line of the choir. Since the
departure of Clive Driskill-Smith to a new post in the USA, we have been
fortunate to benefit from the services of first Martin Ford and then
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Simon Hogan as Acting Sub-Organist. Benjamin Sheen, a former Organ
Scholar of the House and previously Associate Organist of Saint Thomas
Church Fifth Avenue, New York, joined us as Sub-Organist from
January 2020.
Our singers have enjoyed a number of collaborations with other
choirs. A joint Evensong with Choristers and Clerks from Magdalen
College and New College was memorable for the thrill of performing a
motet for three choirs by Melchior Vulpius, and the aleatoric strands of
Jonathan Harvey’s Come Holy Ghost were shared with the Växjö Oratorio
Choir who travelled from Sweden to sing at the Cathedral’s Pentecost
Eucharist. The Chorister Outreach Programme continues to inspire
children in a significant number of Oxfordshire schools, and is
coordinated by Christ Church Cathedral School, in partnership with the
Oxfordshire County Music Service, and Oxford Orpheus. There were
three outreach concerts this year, which involved some two hundred and
fifty children. We were also delighted to welcome the choir from St Paul’s
Whitechapel, a new choir designed to give children from this East
London school the experience of singing sacred music to a high standard.
They took part in a choral workshop and sang in the Cathedral, then
attended our own choir rehearsal and the evening service.
Other highlights of the musical year have been the Christmas services
and concerts in Oxford and London, a concert featuring Stravinsky’s
Symphony of Psalms with the Oxford Philharmonic in the Sheldonian
Theatre, a concert in the Sarratt Festival, and a performance with the
English Concert at Syon House in London.
It was a great privilege to be able to sing Fauré’s Requiem, with a group
of instrumentalists, for All Souls. Of particular note was the version of
the Fauré which was performed. Originally, the piece was scored for
organ, lower strings, two horns, harp and solo violin, and this was the
version that Fauré himself would have directed at the many funerals for
which he organised the music at The Madeleine Church in Paris. Our
choral and orchestral forces were consistent with those used in the
original scoring, and I was struck by both the richness of the sound world,
and the delicacy and clarity that pervades this work when it is performed
in this way.
The annual Holy Week oratorio was Bach’s St John Passion. This year
we were fortunate to have Simon Wall as Evangelist and William Gaunt
(formerly of the House) as Christus. Choir members were distinguished
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in their singing of the various arias, and special mention should be made
of the two treble soloists. The orchestra, Oxford Baroque, played with
verve and energy, and I hope that the performance proved to be moving
and powerful for those who attended.
These opportunities for the choir to sing with instrumental players
are an important part of the education of Choristers, Clerks and Organ
Scholars. Aside from revelling in the varied sound world of instrumental
accompaniment, learning to match sonorities, articulations and phrasing
with string and wind instruments is a vitally important skill to develop
in young singers.
The choir gave first performances of a number of new works,
including music by Alexander Campkin, and David Maw, Lecturer in
Music at Christ Church. We also gave the first modern performance of a
Te Deum and Jubilate by Charles Wesley Jnr, as part of a research project
exploring his music.
I should like to end by expressing two votes of thanks: firstly, my
personal gratitude to Dr Stephen Darlington, who left the choir in such
excellent shape, and who has been immensely kind and supportive as I
begin my work at Christ Church; and secondly, my appreciation for the
most generous support of all of the Music Trust donors, who enable the
richness of choir activity to continue.
Steven Grahl
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THE COLLEGE CHAPLAIN
I am writing this from in the midst of the Covid-19 lock down and so
looking back on all the events and activities of 2019 has been a strange
and rather overwhelming experience.
Welfare
The year began with a new member of our welfare community who
bounced into her role with enthusiasm and boundless energy: Layla the
puppy! Layla is a chocolate cockerpoo and she began her role by being
the guest of honour at the annual Christmas light switch on at the end
of 2018. She was a huge hit with students and we devised a ‘puppy
walking rota’ for students to book in to take her for a walk – this is filled
up within seconds each week.
The welfare team work very hard to ensure students thrive during
their time at Christ Church and the team has expanded (beyond canines)
to include an on-site counsellor (Karen) who works for the University
Counselling service and is based at Christ Church one day per week. Our
team are all well trained and we work closely with the Student Welfare
Support Service and the new Sexual Harassment and Support Service.
We have also widened the provision of welfare training to include all
student-facing staff and, in July, 50 members of staff underwent
Transgender Awareness Training.
We have expanded our team of Wardens (aka Junior Deans) and now
have 3 graduate students who are on duty out of hours to support
students and maintain discipline in college. We very much appreciate
their hard work, especially when this involves being up at 2am to help
those who might have had rather too much to drink!
Chapel
The chapel community continues to thrive and we have a mixed
programme of events and services. The highlight of the year was
undoubtedly the inaugural Shrove Tuesday Charity Pancake Race which
was the inspired idea of John Hawke (historian, graduated 2019) and will
hopefully become a Christ Church tradition. Teams of four from across
the college community (library, cathedral, JCR, SCR, GCR and more)
raced around the inner circuit of Tom Quad, and the winning team (the
JCR) was awarded a trophy by the High Sheriff of Oxford.
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Our regular services continued and we were delighted to see large
numbers at Freshers’ and Leavers’ Evensong services, and at House
Communion and the Advent Carol Service.
Other highlights include a Faith and Politics lecture by Nick Lea,
Deputy Chief Economist at DFID, on ‘What Keeps Countries Poor and
a talk by Revd Dr Emma Percy on the ordination of women in the
Church of England. We also held regular Friday lunchtime discussion
groups and themes this year were CS Lewis (Hilary), Church
Architecture (Trinity) and Bodies (Michaelmas). The strangest moment
of our talks was undoubtedly the one on ‘Autopsies at the House’ by Dr
Allan Chapman where we were regaled by gruesome tales of anatomical
antics in bygone times.
Our community continue to support those in need and we hold
fundraising events each term such as the Advent Sleepout for Church
Urban Fund and the Chapel Garden Party where we raised money for a
support network for young people with eating disorders. We were also
pleased to be able to help the Oxford Winter Nightshelter by committing
to washing sleeping bags each week during the coldest months of the
year.
I hope that by the time you are reading this we may be out of this
strange time of enforced isolation and that we are able to meet again as a
community. I hope that even as we are apart we will know we are also
united by a common bond and affection towards this House, and that
one day we will meet again in person, and that will be truly wonderful.
Every blessing.
Revd Clare Hayns
College Chaplain and Welfare Coordinator
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THE COLLEGE CHOIR
2019 was a busy year for the College Choir. We expanded our numbers
and included several members of Christ Church staff making the choir a
real college affair! Chris O’Leary and Orlando Jones (undergraduate
Music) did a fantastic job conducting the choir in Hilary and Trinity and
were ably succeed by Ben Collyer and Tom McGowan in Michaelmas.
In addition to our regular Evensong services, the choir sang for House
Communion each term and broadened our repertoire to attempt a Jazz
Mass in Trinity term! The choir also gave a stunning charity concert in
Michaelmas that raised over £1000 for the Hands Up Foundation’s
Appeal for Syria. We were joined at this event by Christ Church
academic Dr Saja Al Zoubi who gave a moving testimony about the
situation in Syria.
The choir enjoyed a very social year with a visit to Worcester
Cathedral to sing Evensong, the annual choir dinner and or course the
post-rehearsal trips to St Aldates Tavern! 2020 is looking to be a little
different for the choir, but we’re trying out new technology and learning
about creating a virtual choir while looking forward to returning to the
cathedral and being able to sing together again.
Choir managers:
Alannah Jeune and Emily Swift
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI OFFICE
The Development Office thanks our Members and Friends for their
generosity and commitment towards Christ Church, whether by giving
of their time, expertise, or financially, to support the core values and
activities of the House.
The Director of Development, Mark Coote, and his deputy, Simon
Offen, both remain in post, as does the Office Manager & PA to Director
of Development, Sandra Harrison, but 2019 saw a number of staff
changes.
The Development Executive, Aileen Thomson, left at the beginning
of the year. She was replaced by Mrs Lorraine Hare as Senior
Development Executive in August, but regrettably Lorraine left early in
2020 leaving the position vacant at the time of writing. Grace Holland
started the year as the Development Graduate Intern and was then
promoted to Development Officer for Regular Giving. However, Grace
left in November to go travelling.
The Alumni Relations Officer, Anna Port, was replaced whilst on
maternity leave by Ingrid Heggli, who also left in early 2020. The
Database Manager, Kari Hodson, was replaced by Thomas Lowen
(previously Development Assistant) whilst on Maternity leave. Kari
decided not to return to the workplace and Tom continued in post until
September, when Teresa Midwinter started as Database Manager,
returning to Christ Church after an absence of 12 years (she was
previously in the Treasury). Micah MacKay started as the Graduate
Scheme Development Associate on a full-time basis in October 2019. She
replaced Rory Moules (who is now Sub Organist at Magdalen College,
Oxford), with her time split equally between the Development Office
and Christ Church Cathedral Music Trust. The Governing Body
Development Adviser is Professor Roger Davies.
The Development team moved premises in August 2019 from
Peckwater Quad 9 (first floor) to Peckwater Quad 2 (first floor) for the
duration of renovations which are likely to last until June 2020.
Notwithstanding the challenging environment for fundraising the
results were consistent with the previous year’s totals, with the headline
figures for donations standing at £2,757,291 (£2,583,439 2017/18). Of
these funds raised, the apportionment towards endowment is £2,092,450
and towards expendables, £664,862.
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Apart from gifts to the General Endowment, the most popular areas
for support included: The COASTS funds (College Outreach, Access,
and Student Support), IntoUniversity, Computer Science, the Law Posts
Endowment Fund, the Chris Elliss Bursaries, the Charles Stuart History
Fund, the Boat Club Society, the Cathedral Music Trust, the Peckwater
Renovation, and the American Friends Scholarships.
We are particularly grateful to Mr Sean Paterson (1988), Mr Preston
Hutchings (1978), and Mr Daniel Gardner (1981), for major gifts during
the year, and to the eleven new Board of Benefactors members.
In total there were 13 gifts over £25,000.00 (12, 2017/18) and 394 gifts
below £25,000.00 (376, 2017/18). In addition, there were 19 new legacy
pledges received (17, 2017/18), and 6 legacy payments received (10,
2017/18), totalling £924,109 (£128,322, 2017/18). Membership of the 1546
(Legacy) Society stood at 217 at the end of the year.
The regular giving society, TOM, was launched in March 2019.
Existing annual donors were enrolled, and other alumni asked to enrol
by signing up to a minimum regular donation of £10 a month or £120 a
year. This was followed by the Easter Telephone campaign 1-2 weeks later
so that it could be discussed and evaluated with our alumni.
The TOM brochure introduced the society as a vehicle for funding 3
main projects under newly branded concepts, and immediately increased
the value of non-Board of Benefactor regular gifts by over £22k p.a.
•
•
•
•

Open Doors – Outreach, Access and Student Support
Open Minds – The Tutorial System (General tutorial
endowment)
Open Books – The Library (general use and funding, but in
particular digitisation and preservation), and
Open Choice – Area of Greatest Need.

Since the launch of the society there have been over 130 new members,
and, with those whom we subscribed automatically by virtue of them
already donating on a regular basis, by the end of the year there were 735
TOM members.
The second year of the Leaver’s Gift, produced an encouraging 87%
participation amongst those graduating. As before, the sum raised was
match-funded twice over by former Members, and will be eligible for
further matched funding from the central University’s Young Alumni
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Challenge Fund. The Leaver’s Gift as an annual enterprise represents an
important component in the new ‘supporter journey’ and allows the
return of Leavers to a Returner’s Dinner the following Hilary Term (also
funded by alumni).
Further work on developing a ‘supporter journey,’ may be illustrated
by the three different telethons run in this time period. The December
2018 telethon was run by Aileen Thomson, and the March 2019 telethon
by Grace Holland in her new role as Development Officer (Regular
Giving). The telethon remains an integral part of the supporter journey,
helping us acquire new donors, and steward and upgrade previous and
current donors. We have moved away from the practice of only calling
alumni due to celebrate their gaudy in a particular year.
The December telethon took place from Saturday 1 – Sunday 9
December, with 24 calling hours and ten callers. We raised £40,561 with
90% of gifts fulfilled over the phone. We spoke to 357 alumni and
managed to get 176 new bits of information including addresses, email
addresses and phone numbers. We also took the opportunity to ask for
consent to email which is important for our compliance with PECR,
(The Privacy & Electronic Communications Regulations).
In March the telethon took place from Saturday 9th March – Sunday
th
24 March, with 60 calling hours. We raised £71,869 with 78% of gifts
fulfilled over the phone. The launch of the regular giving society TOM
preceded the campaign by 1-2 weeks. Alumni were invited to become a
member of TOM or the Crankstart (Moritz Heyman) society, thereby
focussing on regular giving. Feedback was generally positive, and the
number of regular donors acquired was good, with 54 regular gifts and 33
single gifts. There was also a good deal of very useful data cleaning.
The pilot of a September Telethon, led by Grace Holland, was
successful in raising just under £40,000 over nine days. One third of calls
was to thank existing donors and focus on retaining supporter loyalty at
this time of dispute within the House. Investment in equipment and in
house VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) software gave greater control
over our data and implementation, and will lead to substantial savings in
running future telethons. The most popular fund by number of gifts and
amount raised was COASTS (Open Doors).
Alongside work on increasing rates of engagement and participation,
and developing a ‘supporter journey’ that encourages as many Members
as possible to contribute towards the needs of the House, the
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Development Office has increased focus on data analysis, and using
analytics to segment our constituency to better understand potential
donor behaviour. Work in this key area continues and a number of
developments have been introduced to bring greater consistency,
coherence and inclusion to the Development programme. Our calendar
of events this last year has embraced new approaches and opportunities
both to drive engagement and to fundraise.
In 2019 donor participation increased by 9% on the previous year
(there was a 15% participation increase in 2017/18). Much of this was
driven by the launch of TOM, the regular giving society, with a small
increase in participation for the Leaver’s Gift. The percentage of alumni
donating to Christ Church in the last year as a percentage of contactable
alumni stands at 14%, the highest since accurate records began. In 2017,
when data was first analysed for work on the supporter journey, the figure
was 12%. Other Oxford colleges have achieved greater percentages, some
as high as 25%.
In 2017/18 we created a base-line year for looking at alumni and
supporter engagement by activity in the understanding that return on
engagement (ROE) precedes return on investment (ROI). These
numbers are compiled annually to understand more clearly what devices
we can best employ to increase interest in the House and a sense of
belonging:
As regards Return on Engagement, the number of contactable alumni
was 9031, 1,306 (14%) were donors, 916 (10%) attended events, and 1,473
(16%) volunteered in some capacity. Total engagement edged up 1% over
the previous year to 32%. Christ Church Matters magazine continues to
be a tour de force, a vital tool for engagement, and much appreciated by
members. We thank Jacob Ward (2008) for editing the CCM Association
News.
An analysis of digital engagement shows an increase across various key
channels:
• e-Matters had an open average of 39% and an unsubscribe rate
of less than 1%
• There were over 900 connections on LinkedIn and a similar
number in the Facebook group
• Website traffic has increased to around 1000 more visits a month
over the 18/19 year
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Development work during 2019 also involved a good deal of planning for
the future:
•

Governing Body agreed a proposal that the Law Tutorial
Endowment should be named after the late Law Tutor Edward
H Burn. Many former Members who were taught by ‘Teddy’
have shown a strong propensity to donate towards such an
endowment and the project will be launched in 2020.

•

In recognition of 40 years of the matriculation of women in
2020, the development team is planning a suite of
communications and events to mark the occasion, including a
weekend celebration at the House in September.

•

The plans for the focus of fundraising for 2025 (the 500th
Anniversary of Cardinal College) are well under way and may
include projects to expand library provisions, the Picture
gallery, an increase in Graduate numbers and facilities, and
improved amenities for Undergraduates.

Relationship building begins with the junior members, through events
for them (e.g. the First Years' Pimms Party, drinks receptions in
Michaelmas and Hilary at which they can find out about the Association
and the work of the Development Office and Treasury, and the Going
Down Party), and by putting on numerous careers events for them. We
continue to be indebted to Tony Hart (1973) and his team of careers
advisors for the help they give both Junior and Alumni members. Some
junior members are also invited to become “alumni ambassadors” and
help with events and the telethon.
This relationship is built on as soon as they go down, with invitations
to the Crankstart Society (formerly Moritz-Heyman) reception in
London, and also a new series of High Table dinners to which they and
a guest are invited. The 2019 Crankstart event was held on 7th November
at BCGDV, with thanks to Stella Schuck (2014), at which Jay Lakhani,
CEO at Visulytix (2009) spoke.
In addition, on 2nd March, we held the first dinner for recent leavers
at the usual formal dinner in Hall on the last day of Torpids. All alumni
graduating in 2018 were invited back to the College, to encourage them
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to engage with Christ Church after graduation. The event was nonfundraising, but all attendees have been invited to join the Crankstart
Society. Our thanks to Nathanial Greene (1991) and Samuel Robinson
(1991) for sponsoring this event.
At the other end of the supporter journey we continue to build the
legacy programme, with legacy requests sent with all Gaudy mailings,
and also mentioned at the lunches put on for those who miss their
Gaudy, held at High Table on a weekday lunch, which have proved very
popular with those who come. In September, as usual, we held the 1546
Society Sunday lunch to thank all those who have remembered the
House in their Will.
Gaudies are still the most popular events we organise for our
Members and the numbers attending the two Gaudies in 2019 were good;
the June Gaudy for 1960-65, 293; the October Gaudy for 1966-70, 242.
We also welcomed 234 people to the Board of Benefactors’ Gaudy in
September, and numbers for the Reunion dinner for the 1969 and 1979
years, which included spouses and partners, stood at just shy of 100.
Numerous smaller events are put on to appeal to more specific
audiences. The Eighth Charles Stuart Society dinner for those who
support the History Tutorial Fund was hosted by William Wells (1976)
at the Travellers Club in February, and a second “Rugby Gaudy” and
Sports dinner, was held in March, ably led by Reg Clark (1976). Jay
Stiefel’s (1968) talk on the Cabinetmaker’s Account, followed by dinner
at High Table attracted 20 people in April, the Chemists were as busy as
ever with events in February and April, and in May, there was a
Computer Science Event hosted at XTX Markets (by Zar Amrolia (1983))
at which Sir Tim Berners-Lee spoke, and which was attended by more
than 60. Tim Bouverie’s (2006) talk on his new book Appeasing Hitler
drew an audience of over 30 to the Oxford & Cambridge Club in
September, of which 16 stayed for dinner.
Several general events took place to encourage people to keep in
touch. Hence the Regional tours where the Director of Development and
Deputy organised events around the country including in York,
Newcastle, Edinburgh and the Highlands; at the wonderful Morton Hall
Gardens in Redditch; and on the Isle of Wight, where Dr Martin Grossel
spoke on Robert Hooke, after a lovely Sunday lunch kindly hosted by
Anthony Turnbull (1957) and his wife, Petronel. A total of 75 people
attended these events. In October, a visit to our sister college, Trinity
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College, Cambridge, gave the opportunity for 27 people to enjoy a tour
(kindly guided by ex-Tutor Dr Ben Spagnolo), a visit to the Wren library,
and lunch. Christmas drinks in the City attracted over 80 people to the
Paternoster pub on the 27th November.
The Family Programme for parents and relations of junior members
continues to be well received and the termly events have met with much
success. The Fresher’s Tea in October, and the Advent Carol service
followed by mince pies and mulled wine on the 1st December were fully
booked, the Hilary term lunch attracted 120 people, and the Trinity term
events included drinks on the Saturday of Summer Eights, and an end of
term sandwich lunch and drinks to reinvigorate parents whilst picking
up their offspring.
Alumni members’ families are increasingly catered for as well. Over
30 Members of the newly-formed TOM Society and their families
returned for a morning of talks and tours, followed by a drinks reception
and then a BBQ lunch at the river watching the last day of Summer
Eights.
Another family-oriented event was the Open House during the
Alumni Weekend. The first part of the day was based at the playing fields
where families could enjoy a BBQ lunch and an afternoon of various
sports such as Touch Rugby, Soccer, Tennis, Hockey, Netball, Croquet,
and Punting. After tea the focus of attention moved back to College for
the choice of an academic discussion, a Nyetimber wine tasting, and two
events for children: creating a play in a day with Ovalhouse which was
performed in Tom Quad after Evensong, and Alice & Harry Potter tours.
After Evensong the Buttery was open and simple dinner served to all.
Over 300 people attended one part or another of the day and over 100
came to dinner.
We are fortunate that both fundraising for the Boat Club and
attendance at Club events remains strong. Only the hardy tend to turn
out for the Christ Church regatta in Michaelmas, but Torpids attracts
more, a number turn up at Craven Cottage for the Boat Races (either just
for terrace tickets to watch or for lunch in one of the hospitality boxes),
and there is always a good crowd to cheer on the crews at Summer Eights,
with a BBQ and drinks on the Saturday. In 2019 over 30 attended the
Henley Royal Regatta drinks. The Boat Club Society Family Day
attracted some 33 people and three Boats were named, one after David
Edwards (1955) who was Chairman of the Society, and the other, kindly
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given by Samuel and Liz Robinson, named after William Penn.
Furthermore, the two IV’s which represented the House at the Head of
the Charles in Boston were well supported by our US alumni and parents.
The Christ Church Cathedral Music Trust continued to be promoted
through a rather special concert and dinner at Syon House in May (40
people) and the Andrew Chamblin Memorial Concert in September.
The annual Christmas concert at St John’s, Smith Square with the
Cathedral Choir on December 10th was better supported than for a
number of years and over 150 attended the reception for Members and
guests held beforehand in Church House.
As regards work overseas, there were three visits to our American
members and friends in 2019 and we owe much to the Board of the
American Friends of Christ Church, under the leadership of Peter Paine
Jnr. In March the Director of Development and the Deputy visited New
York City and in addition to a number of individual meetings joined
with nearly 30 alumni members at a dinner at the New York Angler’s
Club (Wednesday 6th March), and also took a Christ Church table at
the dinner to celebrate Oxford sport, attended by the Chancellor and
Vice- Chancellor (Thursday 7th March).
In April, to tie in with University events, the Director of
Development and the Deputy visited Chicago, Toronto, Washington
DC, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Thanks are due to Mark Holder
(1998), Sergio Gor, and David Pierce-Jones (1983) for their help with
events on this trip.
In October, Professor Roger Davies, the Development Advisor, and
Lord Charles Cecil, Chairman of the Development Board, joined Mark
Coote and Simon Offen in visiting New York, Boston, and Willsboro.
There was an informal and very jolly wine tasting and art viewing at Kate
Teale’s (1981) Studio in DUMBO, Brooklyn; a Board of Benefactors
Reception at the Lotos Club, including a talk by Professor Davies; and
then during the Head of the Charles, a dinner for alumni, friends and
the crews at Legal Sea Foods, Kendall, Boston; and a brunch at the
Beehive, Beat Brew Hall, Cambridge. We saw over 40 alumni and double
that number attended the events.
Finally, also overseas, 30 guests attended the launch of the Hong
Kong Friends of Christ Church at the Hong Kong Club on Tuesday 19th
March, kindly hosted by Tim Beardson, and supported by Eugene
Birman, who provided music for the occasion. Members in Hong Kong
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are keen to develop a strong network of support and events and the
Development Office will support the communications amongst the
group. The Director of Development and the Deputy were present on
their way to the Oxford Thinking Alumni weekend in Tokyo from 2224 March 2019. Outside the seminar meetings and gatherings promoted
by the University, Christ Church members enjoyed a private tour of the
Imperial Palace and dined together, Japanese-style, at a notable Japanese
restaurant, generously arranged and supported by Koji Fusa (1984). We
had some luck in bringing together, for the first time, members who live
and work in Japan, the weekend representing the first occasion in recent
times when Christ Church has had a presence there.
Mark Coote and Simon Offen
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THE LIBRARY
2019 saw another year of continued growth and development in the
College Library. Staffing has remained stable which has allowed for a
greater continuity of work across the year. We were very pleased to retain
Leanne Grainger on the completion of her successful Graduate
Traineeship in the post of Library Assistant for a further year, and thanks
to the continued generosity of an Old Member, we were able to benefit
from the services of Gabriel Ferugean and Daniel Haynes who capably
staffed the Upper Library during our new Trinity Term opening for
students, and greatly assisted the team with the annual summer book
moves. We were delighted that Daniel was offered the coveted position
as the Bodleian’s Rare Books Graduate Trainee, demonstrating the role
the Library here can play in career development for staff. Our team of
clerks manning the desk in the evenings and at weekends have now been
trained up to assist with a huge project to recover and relabel all of the
books in the modern collections ahead of reclassification which has really
helped to speed the process along.
The Library year is becoming somewhat defined by an annual period
of moving the collections around. In order to allow for the refurbishment
of the Peck 9 staircase, we were required to vacate our two library stores
in the Basement. With no space left in college to house the collections,
a temporary off-site store has been constructed in the College’s old
furniture store in Osney. Some 25,000 volumes had to be boxed,
transported across Oxford and unpacked again; no small undertaking,
but as in previous years, the Library team simply rolled their sleeves up
and got on with it and thanks must be noted to them for approaching
this with such good grace. A twice-weekly retrieval service is in place to
make sure the books remain available for use, but we are looking forward
to having them back on site by late-2020 in a newly refurbished space.
Pleasingly, all of the old shelving was saved from the scrap-heap and was
repurposed by a school and bookshop, both of whom made generous
donations to the Library in return. In the reading rooms, every book had
to be moved (at least once!) to allow for the resequencing of collections
as part of the reclassification project. By the end of 2019 we reached the
half-way point of the project with the ground floor of the East Wing now
completed.
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We continue to develop and grow the modern collections, buying in new
materials and gap-filling with older materials still on reading lists. In
2019 we added close to 4000 new books to the Libraries over 1000 of
which were purchased in response to requests from students. We have
improved service contracts with our suppliers to ensure we are able to
deliver books quickly when students really need things; our record for a
book request coming it to it being delivered into the student’s hand
stands at 35 minutes! Our modern collections benefited from two large
donations from retiring Students – Professors John Cartwright and
David Hine gave us the pick of their collections which greatly enriched
the Library’s holdings in Law and PPE. Space for collections remains at
a premium, and although the hope of adding any more bookcases seemed
impossible, 6 small cases were squeezed in giving us a little bit of
breathing space for the year.
In the Law Library, work continued to improve the physical space
with the rooms being entirely repainted, and the colour in the entrance
hall being changed to a lighter tone making it much more welcoming.
Building on the success of the new book circulation system, additional
copies of core textbooks have been purchased and loan statistics continue
to rise. The space is always busy, and we are very proud to be able to
provide the best college law library in Oxford for our members.
Life in the Upper Library is busier than ever, with ever-more groups
and classes visiting, ranging from local school groups interested in the
Tudors to Australian librarians on a European tour. Over 5000 visitors
have been through the doors this year and it is a great pleasure to welcome
people to share our glorious space.
The Library lent items to some high-profile exhibitions this year. 10
of the Alice in Wonderland original drawings by Lewis Carroll and the
presentation copy of the first edition of Alice’s Adventures Underground
were escorted to Japan by the College Librarian, and were displayed in
galleries in Yokohama and Kobe. The exhibition, organised by the Toei
Company (a film and TV production company), was a major cultural
event across Japan, with each date attracting some 60,000 visitors, all of
whom saw Christ Church’s name next to the star items in the show.
Closer to home, the Alice material remained popular with a large
exhibition of almost 50 items from the collections shown in The
Atkinson gallery in Southport’s summer exhibition. The exhibit was free
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for all to attend, and had regular events planned around it, bringing in
over 25,000 visitors, and was particularly popular with families.
The Library also held its own very successful exhibitions, most
notably Nature Within the Pages which highlighted the study of the
natural world in our collections. We celebrated the launch of the
exhibition with “An Audubon Evening”; a rare chance to see the Library’s
complete set of John James Audubon’s Birds of America on display with
members of the Library team turning the pages throughout the evening.
We might not have predicted this to take place on the hottest day of the
year (with our dataloggers reading 35 degrees inside the Library), but we
still had over 200 guests attend, and received the most effusive feedback
to any Library event anyone could remember!
Our two expert printed books cataloguers continued their hard work
making our collections accessible through the online catalogues with
around 550 new records added, 40 of which are unique copies in Oxford,
and 5 of which are new discoveries and unrecorded anywhere else in the
world. Our collections continue to be presented to the world via Digital.
Bodleian, an online portal giving free access to digitised material from
across the collegiate university. We now have 150 items on the platform
– more than all of the other colleges put together – testament to the hard
work of the Special Collections team, and to the amazing variety and
quality of our collections. A milestone was reached with the completion
of the digitisation of our Hebrew manuscripts which are now also fully
catalogued.
The special collections grow at a much steadier rate than the modern
collections, but there were some important acquisitions in 2019. We were
approached about a manuscript violin partbook of works by Giovanni
Coprario and William Lawes, dating from the mid-seventeenth century,
very much related to other items in our collections. The manuscript had
been in private hands for many years and therefore inaccessible to
scholars. Thanks to the amazing generosity of Richard Ormond
(m.1959), we were able to secure the manuscript for the collection, where
it is now finally available for scholarly research. The collections also
benefitted from the generosity of Richard Benthall (m.1986) who
presented books belonging to his father, Sir Paul Benthall (m.1920).
These included an 1849 copy of Joseph Hooker’s Rhododendrons of
Sikkim contains stunning colour illustrations, and Sir Paul’s handwritten notes identifying where samples were found at the foothills of the
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Himalayas. Another is George Maw’s Genus Crocus with hand-painted
botanical illustrations in this pioneering work, of which only 26 copies
were made. Both are stunning additions, and were greatly enjoyed in our
Nature Within the Pages exhibit. A large number of books were donated
by Philippa Luff, daughter of Professor Philip McNair (m.1941), who had
an eclectic collection of antiquarian material, including a super Venetian
edition of Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata and a wonderful
edition of Peter Martyr Vermigli’s works. Vermigli was the first Canon
of Christ Church, appointed in 1551, so this was a particularly welcome
addition as we are always interested in collecting books by members of
the House, and this copy is made even more interesting due to the
medieval manuscript fragments used as endleaves, still awaiting
identification! Finally, Frank Versaci (m.1957) generously offered the
Library the pick of his collection, and boxes of books have started arriving
from Basel, containing a rich variety of books, particularly strong on
Dante, Ezra Pound (including signed first editions), history and books
by Christ Church authors. In addition to books, we have also received a
stunning collection of terrestrial and planetary globes from David Pierce
Jones (m.1983) which have quickly become a firm favourite amongst our
many visitors and look very handsome within the setting of the Upper
Library. We are incredibly grateful to all of our donors who have
enriched our collections through their kind gifts.
Our thanks are extended to all who have presented books or money
to help the Library and it is an enviable position to be in when there are
simply too many to mention by individually. Thanks must be noted,
however, to Mr Robert Ronus (m.1961), a long-term supporter of the
Library’s cataloguing and digitisation projects, and to Mr Noy Trounson
(m.1970), the Rothschild Foundation (Hanadiv) Europe and the
Polonsky Foundation for the continued support of our Hebrew projects.
Steven Archer
College Librarian
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THE PICTURE GALLERY
On the 12th November 2019 Venice reached its highest water levels since
the devastating floods of 1966. Even St Mark’s Basilica was one metre
under water. The lagoon city is used to acqua alta in the winter months,
but it was only the sixth time in the over 1,000-year history of the basilica
that it was under water. Two days later, the Picture Gallery inaugurated
a long-term private loan of A Venetian Capriccio by the Venetian painter
Francesco Guardi (1712-1793). General John Guise’s collection – the
founding collection of the Picture Gallery – did not include a painting
by Guardi, a celebrated and (especially in Britain) much-loved artist.
Guise, a contemporary of the painter, was a deep admirer of Venice and
Venetian art; something that is clearly visible in his collection. The
Capriccio, therefore, is a fitting addition to the collection, beautifully
filling this surprising gap.
Almost in solidarity with Venice, Oxford also had heavy rain that
month. The meadows absorbed most of it and we were not threatened
by floods. However, water had found a way through the roof of the
gallery and started to drip down on one of the walls. The welcoming
party for our new painting was about to start and we had just gained an
unwanted water feature. Despite investigation it could not be quickly
remedied. No work of art was in harm’s way, but this was not the ideal
way to celebrate the arrival of a new painting.
I had arranged to meet the owners of the Guardi early that day and
we inspected the situation. While water and floods are part of a curator’s
major disaster scenario, dealing with generous and kind art collectors is
one of the highlights. The owners’ impressively positive spirit, jokingly
referring to the leak as an installation specifically arranged for the
inauguration of their painting, marked them out as such. For that
evening we decided to view the accidental drip as a deliberate
contemporary art installation drawing attention to climate change,
channelling calamity through art.
I am happy to report that nothing was damaged and that work is
underway to repair the roof.
Exhibitions, as always, are the best way to make our collection better
known to the public and are an enjoyable way to present curatorial
explorations and information. 2019 began (as 2018 ended) with Transfer:
Drawings as Carriers of Motifs and Ideas in the 16th and 17th Centuries
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(16 November 2018 to 4 March 2019) and The Nativity in Black and White
(7 November to 2 February 2019).
Old Master drawings are often identified and authenticated by
linking them to a larger project or work of art in a more robust material.
They can be part of a process and show physical signs of their place within
it. Transfer explored these processes and signs – be it an overlaying grid
or incision lines around the contours - while also acknowledging the
desire to view each drawing as a stand-alone creation.
The nativity – the story of the birth of Christ – is one of the most
frequently depicted scenes in Christian art. The familiarity many feel
with the topic stems mainly from imagery. The Nativity in Black and
White follows the invention and distribution of these images in printed
(black and white) form – from Albrecht Dürer’s (1471-1519) woodcut of
the Adoration of the Magi to an etching/engraving of the Holy Family,
with Joseph adoring the Christ Child by Jacob Frey (1681-1752) after a
painting by Sebastiano Conca (1680-1764).
“Among the most celebrated paintings in Rome” – Copying Daniele da
Volterra’s ‘Descent from the Cross’ (15 March to 17 June) was a display
focusing on a painted and a drawn copy of Daniele da Volterra’s
masterpiece and the way collectors, like General John Guise, reacted to
famous, yet unobtainable, works of art.
The exhibition Shadow and Light: Creating the Illusion of Space in
Renaissance Drawing (27 March to 21 July) was part of a wider,
interdisciplinary project: Thinking in 3D. How to translate the threedimensional onto a flat surface and how to make a flat surface look three
dimensional has been a central topic for Renaissance and Baroque artists.
Their aim was to deceive the eye and to paint like Zeuxis, the ancient
Greek artist, whose painted grapes fooled birds to descend and attempt
to feast on them. The major tool in achieving this trickery is the
understanding of the effects of light and shade, which we explored with
this exhibition.
The conservation work on four panels (and their original frames) was
presented in a display entitled: The Return of the Gods: Conserving Jacopo
Bertoja’s Mars, Bacchus, Jupiter, and Hercules (19 June to 3 November).
To contextualise Jacopo Zanguidi Bertoja’s (1544-1574) paintings in their
creative environment we staged: Artists around Parma – between
Melancholy and Exuberance (Correggio, Parmigianino, Bertoia, Orsi) (3
August to 18 November). Among the exhibits were drawings by
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Correggio (c.1489-1534) and Parmigianino (1503-1540), the two artists
who defined the ’Parma School’ with its airy and sensuous style that is
overshadowed by a melancholic and foreboding quality.
The last two exhibitions of 2019 Drawing in Ink (7 December 2019 to
30 March 2020) and Following Leonardo: Two Madonnas Examined (12
December 2019 to 6 April 2020) will be discussed in next year’s report.
The number of loan requests had spiked for 2019, not least driven by the
500th anniversary of Leonardo da Vinci’s death. The sheer volume of
requests and uncertainties about Brexit, which, while a niche
consideration, impact on art travel and licensing, had to lead to some
refusals, but the agreements were many.
Our sublime drawing of a Head of a female figure by Andrea del
Verrocchio (JBS 15) graced Andrea del Verrocchio: Sculptor – Painter of
Renaissance Florence (8 March to June 2019) in the Palazzo Strozzi in
Florence, allowing the drawing to return to its hometown.
Agreeing to loans means to share a work with a wider audience and
to add to our knowledge about it. Another significant consideration to
agree to a loan request is how it fits within a context. When the exhibition
is shown in the town or landscape where the art work was produced,
therefore, its contextualisation reaches almost a climax. I still find these
now-it-all-makes-sense moments exciting every time.
Three further loans were reunited with places of their or their authors’
origins. Jacopo Bertoja’s drawing of a Madonna della Misericordia, (JBS
484) was shown at the Labirinto della Masone in Fontanellato (near
Parma) at the exhibition: Bertoja-Mirola: (5 April to 30 July 2019). The
drawing had been attributed to Perino del Vaga, but David Ekserdjian,
one of the exhibition curators, rightly identified it as by Bertoja.
Taking placement and context as its theme was: Raffaello e gli amici
di Urbino (3 October 2019 to 19 January 2020) at the Galleria Nazionale
delle Marche in Urbino, Raphael’s hometown. We lent Raphael’s Studies
for a Madonna and Child (JBS 363) and a cartoon fragment of a Weeping
Mother (JBS 457) by the Studio of Giulio Romano to the show.
Two drawings by the Milanese artist Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio,
Study for the Head of a Woman (JBS 1062) and a Drapery Study (JBS 23)
were on show in Milan at the Poldi Pezzoli Museum at an exhibition
entitled: Around Leonardo: The Madonna Litta and the Master’s Workshop
(8 November 2019 to 10 February 2020).
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Boltraffio was one of Leonardo’s best-known assistants and the
exhibition in Milan was one of many paying tribute to the master. An
exquisite, gem-like exhibition was Leonardo: A Mind in Motion at the
British Library in London, (7 June to 8 September 2019) to which we lent
Leonardo’s Sheet of Scientific Studies and Crossbows (JBS 20).
The grandest anniversary celebrations of Leonardo’s artistic work
were held at the Louvre in Paris, the museum with the largest holdings
of his rare paintings. Our iconic Grotesque Head in black chalk (JBS 19),
and the Study for a Sleeve in pen and ink (JBS 16) travelled to that
exhibition, Leonardo da Vinci (24 October 2019 to 24 February 2020).
(More on our visit to that exhibition in next year’s report.)
We also lent paintings from our permanent display to two
exhibitions. Their significance of shedding light on the artists and their
oeuvre warranted their temporary absences. Jacopo Tintoretto’s The
Martyrdom of St Lawrence (JBS 101) was on show at the National Gallery
of Art in Washington (24 March to 7 July 2019) at: Tintoretto 500, and
exhibition celebrating 500 years since Tintoretto’s birth. One of our
visitors’ most beloved works, A Soldier on Horseback (JBS 246) by Sir
Anthony van Dyck, was a significant contribution to The Paintings by
Anthony van Dyck in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich (25 October 2019 to
2 February 2020).
Discussions between curators and conservators are at the heart of
museum work. These exchanges and encounters are particularly
important to smaller institutions like ours, without an in-house
conservation department. In regards to paper conservation we are now in
our fourth membership year of the Oxford Conservation Consortium
(OCC). To have these colleagues and their expertise constantly available
is an enormous benefit. This year the work concentrated on conservation
housekeeping (pest control, conservation cleaning, remounting of
drawings and prints) and the preparation of our loans and exhibitions.
Painting conservation was carried out by Ruth Bubb’s studio. Portrait
of a Man by Jacopo Tintoretto has been cleaned and re-varnished and
was put back on display to hold the place while our other Tintoretto, The
Martyrdom of St Lawrence, was on loan in Washington DC.
To celebrate the Leonardo anniversary our two Leonardesque
paintings – a copy of the Madonna of the Yarnwinder and the Madonna
and Child with Cherries – were also conserved. We decided not change
or retouch many old restorations, but to focus on some technical
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examinations instead: infrared reflectography revealed the underdrawings
of both paintings. Cross sections of paint samples helped us understand
some of the techniques and materials used. There have been no surprise
findings in the Yarnwinder Madonna, but the underdrawing of the
Madonna of the Cherries suggests that it was produced with a cartoon
almost identical to a painting attributed to Francesco Melzi, Leonardo’s
closest pupil, friend and heir. More detailed research will have to be
conducted before we will be able to confirm and commit to a decisive
new attribution.
A major step in regards to the care and conservation of our collection
was the installation of a new and updated air conditioning system in the
gallery’s store room in January and February, with the help and care of
the House Surveyor and our new Clerk of Works.
In summer a new portrait was added to the Christ Church portrait
collection. A photograph of Jan Morris, taken in 2017, by Luca Coles was
hung in the SCR. Photography is an underrepresented medium in the
collection. This might be something to consider, after all, one of the
pioneers of photography, Charles Dodgson, was a member of Christ
Church.
Research and education are continuing - scholars, curators, collectors
and students regularly visit the Gallery to study paintings and drawings
not always on display. We usually have many more requests for print
room visits than we can accommodate. Tours and lectures for a variety
of groups and visitors were arranged and given by the curatorial team and
our trusted pool of volunteer guides.
Our visitor numbers decreased slightly this year, but reflected a
general trend in the museums sector. Overall they show a robust picture,
first-time visitors are thrilled to discover the Picture Gallery, and if they
live locally, soon become repeat guests.
Special events are continuing, most noteworthy was a concert in June
by Schola Cantorum. It was the gallery’s first collaboration with Steven
Grahl, who conducted the choir performing, amongst others, newlycommissioned works by Toby Young and Jennifer Thorp.
The duality of my role as Curator of the Picture Gallery balances
between the academic and practical/managerial. This is reflected in my
activities, which this year included attending the Equality and Diversity
Forum to learn how the gallery can improve on this front and
implemented some changes, participating in a discussion about Diversity
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in Museums during Keble College Art Weeks, clearing leaves from the
gallery roof in pouring rain and promoting the gallery by giving talks –
be it on the Hall portraits or on General Guise as a collector for Christ
Church’s Special Interest Weekend on The Elegant and Powerful
Georgian Era. My personal professional highlights were my research trips
in September to the Lewis Walpole Library in Farmington (Yale
University), where I stayed as a guest of the library and my first visit to
the Library of Congress in Washington DC. My published contribution
to the Leonardo anniversary in 2019 was the article, Leonardo in the
Collection of General John Guise (1682-1765), in: Juliana Barone and
Susanna Avery-Quash, Leonardo in Britain - Collections and Historical
Reception, Biblioteca Leonardiana Studi e Documenti, Florence 2019,
pp. 21-40.
The gallery has a new permanent, part-time invigilator, Ms Angela
Swann and the invigilation team was reinforced during the busy summer
period (June to September) by Christopher Brunner and Sif Laerke-Hall.
John Lection, one of our gallery invigilators, celebrated 25 years at the
gallery, almost coinciding with his 90th birthday. We installed a blue
plaque in the gallery pantry in his honour.
Our second-year Art History intern, Eleanor Ohlsen assisted with a
number of tasks in the Gallery in Trinity term. Amelia Anderson took
over in Michaelmas.
The gallery’s Curatorial Assistant, Laura Irwin, is maintaining and
managing our collections management database. The size of the project
increases by the day. This pushed back the launch of our online catalogue
of our collection of eighteenth-century drinking glasses. We are now
aiming to have it online in summer 2020. More about that in next year’s
report.
Jacqueline Thalmann
(Curator of the Picture Gallery)
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THE STEWARD’S DEPARTMENT
The year 2019 has seen the usual activities. Our ‘special interest’ events
continue to be popular, successful and over-subscribed. Last year, the
theme was The Elegant and Powerful Georgian Era. Led by our own
Professor Brian Young, it was a great success. This year’s event, The Red
and the White: Russia in Revolution, sold out before the end of Trinity
Term. Next year’s event, to be held 25th-28th March, 2021, will be The
Victorians. Meanwhile, our regular Mad Hatter's Tea Party and Chef's
Table events continue to attract both alumni and visitors. For further
details of our events, or to book a place, please go to the Christ Church
website (https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/conferences/special-interest-event).
Alternatively, if you prefer, contact Emma Timms directly by
telephone (01865 286848), or by email (conferenceoffice@chch.ox.ac.uk).
I am pleased to report that Christ Church has had another full conference
season. This year we added two newly-renovated staircases in Peck 1 and
2. Presently, Peck 9 is undergoing refurbishment; in October works will
commence on Canterbury 1 and 2.
There have been a few changes in our staffing. Notably, the following
members of staff have left to take up new challenges: Housekeeping
Seamstress Lorraine Coules has started her own business; Senior Scout
Adam Engelhardt has left to work in a care home; Custodian Karen
Clark-Lyttle has returned to her beloved Scotland; and Conference and
Events Administrator Joanna Malton will shortly be taking early
retirement after ten years’ dedicated and loyal service. We thank them
all for their vital contributions to the House and we wish them well in
their future endeavours.
I am delighted to report a number of promotions: Haley Wiggins to
Conference and Events Administrator; Emma Timms to Senior Assistant
Conference and Events Administrator; Jacqueline Billington to
Manciple; Sophie Durham to Housekeeping Assistant; Joanna Anastasiu
to Scout Supervisor; Lewis Jones to Lodge Porter; Eve Hodgkins to Chef
de partie; Paul Galley to Senior Custodian; and Daniel Brandon to
Deputy Buttery and Undercroft Manager.
Finally, if you wish to book accommodation at the House during the
Easter or summer vacations, then please go to the Christ Church website
(https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/conferences/staying-christ-church),
or
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contact either Emma Timms or Haley Wiggins in the Conference Office
(conferenceoffice@chch.ox.ac.uk; telephone: 01865 286848).
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THE TREASURY
1. The Endowment
Christ Church’s endowment was valued at £577.6m at 31 July 2019. This
reflected a total return (capital plus income) of 8.0% in the 12 months
ending 31 July 2019, before donations and after spending from the
endowment of £15.1m in the year, which was more than covered by
dividends, rent and interest.
Asset allocation remains broadly split between real assets,
predominantly property in the UK, global long-only equities and private
equity.

Towards the end of the year, the House took advantage of historically
low interest rates to borrow a further £15m for 50 years at 2.01%. The
House’s total debt now amounts to £65m equivalent to 11% of the
endowment’s net value, which we regard as a conservative and sustainable
position.
The principal reason behind this additional financing was the
opportunity to purchase the head lease of Beaver House in Hythe Bridge
Street, Oxford, whose freehold was already owned by the House. We
believe that this well-located 1970s office building offers a significant
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redevelopment opportunity in an improving Oxford office market once
vacant possession becomes available in 2026 and we have begun to
explore our options.
During the year we published our Responsible Ownership policy,
which can be found on the website at
https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/responsible-ownership-policy, setting out
our current thinking in respect of Environment, Social and Governance
(“ESG”) issues. We take our responsibilities to the environment seriously
and are closely watching developments in thinking about landed estate
stewardship, including ideas relating to natural capital audits.
2. Maintenance, repair and restoration
During the year the House spent £7.8m on our buildings in addition to
reactive maintenance.
The major event of the year was the re-opening of the Thatched Barn
in September. The project comprises the new thatched Visitor Centre,
designed by Purcell, and the refurbished Victorian thatched barn.
Visitors can purchase tickets and be issued with a multi-media handset
and, crucially, headphones included in the price of a ticket. This could
not have been introduced without purpose designed space for recharging
and storing the handsets. Next to the ticketing is the new shop gloriously
lit by a floor to ceiling window giving onto the Meadow. Stocked with
an attractive and high quality range of largely House-related items (fancy
a stuffed flamingo decoration for your Christmas Tree?), the shop is an
enormous improvement on the Chapter House, which is now being
readied for a range of other uses by the House.
Behind the Visitor Centre is a link building with storage for the shop
and lavatories, which gives onto the old Bull Pen once occupied by
Archimedes, eventually to display items relating to the House and the
Meadow. At the south end is the old barn, slightly extended and
completely refurbished into a wonderful beamed space. Currently is it
dedicated to use as a research centre where meetings and other academic
activity take place and has a useful cafe-style servery attached to enable
catering.
Perhaps the most pleasing aspect of the new grouping is how well they
sit in the Meadow forming a harmonious unit with the new Compound
to the south. Do come and inspect them when you can!
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During the year we completed the third phase of the Peckwater
refurbishment (staircases 3, 4 & 5) and commenced work on the last
phase of staircase 9 including the rooms occupied by the Development
Office, which has decamped to staircase 2 for the duration. During the
year the House placed considerably greater emphasis on sustainability
and we began to consider uprating the heating at Liddell with a ground
source heat pump utilising the sportsground rather than conventional
gas-fired central heating, despite a significantly higher capital cost. We
are also intending to fit photovoltaic panels on the new Compound to
provide power for our ‘cutting edge’ electric mowers and other
equipment and the newly refurbished Meadow car park features two
charging points for electric vehicles.
3. Clerk of Works and Gardens
The Clerk of Works team was broadly unchanged during the year with
the new Clerk of Works, Steve Brown, consolidating on the progress
made in 2018.
The Head Gardener launched a fascinating Instagram account during
the year (@christchurchgardener), which now has over 600 followers,
who can keep up with a range of activities in the gardens and Meadow.
Sustainability has also been a feature in the gardening team, who, with
the help of a generous bequest, were able to purchase a number of
electrically powered mowers and other equipment. Not only are these
highly environmentally friendly and less strenuous to use, but they are
also eerily quiet, significantly reducing the noise echoing around the
quads when the lawns are mown.
James Lawrie
Treasurer
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THE TUTOR FOR ADMISSIONS
2019 saw a consolidation of our new Access activities and some major
changes in the Admissions and Access Team. Ana Hastoy, our Schools
Liaison Officer, was appointed to a position as Admissions and Access
Manager, and a new Access and Schools Liaison Officer, Matthew
Adrian, was appointed to replace Stephanie Hale. Shortly before the 2019
Admissions round our long-standing Admissions Administrator, Sally
Boardman, left for early retirement and Gabriel Bather was appointed as
our new Admissions Officer.
These changes corresponded with a shift in our regional link areas
from Norfolk and Suffolk to the North-East, the area of England which
is the least well represented at Oxford. We have begun working much
more closely with our new regional consortium, Oxford for North East,
alongside St Anne’s and Trinity. In collaboration with St Anne’s 2019
saw the planning and initial recruitment phase of our new Sustained
Contact Programme in the North East, Aim for Oxford, which is based
in Newcastle. Matt will be taking prime responsibility for work in the
North East, with four sessions, followed by a summer residential,
planned with Aim for Oxford, and five weeks spent visiting schools in
the North East in 2020.
The second year of the Horizons Sustained Contact programme in
our Barnet link area saw an expansion to a year-10 strand, as well as the
continuation of our successful year-12 strand. We are delighted that eight
participants from our 2019 Horizons programme for year 12s now have
offers from Oxford and Cambridge, including one student with an offer
from Christ Church. Ana and at first Steph, then Matt, have also
welcomed numerous school visits from around the country to Christ
Church, as well as running another ‘Women in PPE Open Day’ and
helping, alongside our great team of undergraduate ambassadors, with
our increasingly popular general open days. Our Postgraduate Access
Fellows, Matthew Ward and Matt Deakin, produced video material to
help applicants prepare for the admissions interviews, with examples of
discussions of specific problems, a text, and the personal statement from
interviews in Physics, Maths, History and Modern Languages. These and
other resources for potential candidates and their teachers are now
available on the website at https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/admissions/how52

apply. 2019 has also seen the preparation of materials to support students
in exploring their subjects beyond school, which will be made available
throughout 2020.
We were delighted to continue offering Maintenance Subsidies on
the costs of accommodation and the termly dinner ticket for students
from low income families (at 50% or 25% depending on the income
bracket). In 2019 we again offered Christ Church Summer Bursaries to
support students from low to middle-income families to undertake work
placements: 26 awards were made in the first year, with placements
ranging from laboratory work to internships with politicians or study in
areas related to future employment.
Christ Church has continued to build on partnerships with other
Access and Outreach initiatives. IntoUniversity Oxford South East is
mostly funded thanks to the generous support of a Christ Church
alumnus, and we are delighted to host events such as graduations in
Christ Church as well as encouraging our current students to contribute
as volunteers, working as mentors for pupils at local schools through the
IU programme. We are also now the major college source of financial
support, alongside the University, for the Oxford side of Target
Oxbridge, which works with students of African and Caribbean origin to
help increase their chances of getting to Oxford and Cambridge. Easter
2019 saw us hosting the first Oxford residential for Target Oxbridge, with
80 students staying at Christ Church. We also collaborate with a range
of partners, such as The Brilliant Club, Debate Mate, Oxford University
Pakistan Society, Oxford First-Gen, Oxford Hands-on-Science, offering
rooms and the contributions of our Access team, as well as some financial
support through the Christ Church Access Hub. A new initiative
supported through the Access Hub in November 2019 was the Sikh
Society’s first Access Conference which welcomed 34 potential applicants
from the Sikh community for a series of workshops, taster sessions and
college tours.
Trends concerning numbers of applicants continued over the 2018
and the 2019 admissions rounds. We have seen overall growth in the
numbers of applicants, with 949 in 2019 [934 in 2018, 901 in 2017].
Numbers of EU applicants saw slight growth, with 157 [152 in 2018, 149
in 2017]. Continuing the trend from last year, there was however a drop
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in the number of our applicants domiciled in the UK, at 480 [500 in
2018, 544 in 2017]. The overall rise was due to the increase in overseas
non-EU applications, which rose to 312 [282 in 2018, 208 in 2017].
Professor Jennifer Yee
Tutor for Admissions
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JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
As ever, the JCR has enjoyed a busy and fulfilling year at Christ Church.
The college remains a thriving academic community and its social,
charitable and sporting endeavours have flourished. I never fail to be
impressed by the enterprise, spirit and diverse talents of our members.
There continues to be a profitable synchrony of study and
entertainment, best represented in the myriad student societies which
exist at Christ Church, from the more sportive, such as the newly revived
Runcibles Rugby Society, to the more earnest, such as the Mansfield Law
Society, which, under its ambitious leadership, were kindly hosted by the
Lord Reed at the Supreme Court in Hilary Term. I am especially pleased
to announce that the 1880 Society, dedicated to students of Philosophy,
Politics and Economics, held its first event this year after a long period
of dormancy, inviting the engaging Jonathan Wolff to speak about
perspectives in political theory. Indeed, we have plans to expand these
undertakings in the form of a society ‘of the whole House’, to bring the
entire college together for food, company and intellectual pursuit.
Enthusiasm for college sport reached dizzying heights this year,
having been fostered by the excellence of our teams. In particular, the
entire college turned out to the stadium at Iffley Road to watch Christ
Church play New College in the Men’s 1st football finals. The impressive
sight of hundreds of items of college paraphernalia studding the rows at
Iffley must have provided succour to our players, who in turn
distinguished themselves with a thrilling performance. I have been
pleasantly surprised by the newfound popularity of netball within the
college, thanks to the efforts of the captains in giving prominence to the
sport. And with each event on the rowing calendar all attracting interest
from the JCR, it is safe to say that sport remains vibrant and central to
college life.
As a JCR, we recognise the enormous privilege it is to call the House
our home. In light of this, we have been committed to a range of
charitable initiatives. The ‘raise-and-give’ officers within the JCR have
coordinated the spending of the over £2500 the JCR donates annually.
Additionally, one of our members organised a disco in support of the
mental health charity, Oxfordshire Mind, a cause which resonates with
many in the JCR. As has now become an annual tradition, we took part
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in the James Trickey memorial run. Proceeds were given both to the
Church of St Lawrence in Taynton and the Royal Brompton and
Harefield Hospitals.
I have been proud of the efforts of the elected officers within the JCR
in enriching common room life. Our arts officer took advantage of a
generous grant from the Governing Body to establish an Arts Week at
the end of Hilary Term, which featured a varied programme of events,
some held in our very own Picture Gallery. Similarly, our outreach
officers have worked hard to promote Christ Church to those from all
backgrounds, to make others aware of the enormous but perhaps
idiosyncratic benefits of collegiate life, and to ensure that the opportunity
to be admitted to this place is open to all. Our welfare officers have hosted
a number of events to promote the wellbeing of our members, including
weekly teas, a sports day and other such initiatives. They have done so in
conjunction with the Chaplain, who herself has been committed to the
pastoral care of our members. Her teas in the Chaplain’s study are a
popular weekly fixture. We are very grateful for all their good work.
Amidst the smaller things, it is easy to forget some of the fundamental
aspects of Christ Church which make it special. Indeed, there can be few
more fundamental than our Cathedral, whose synergy with the college
has directly enriched the lives of many of our members. The revitalised
Christ Church Music Society has staged weekly evening recitals within
the Cathedral, with its talented performers sourced from the JCR, and
the daily and termly services of Evensong and House Communion
respectively are received by a committed audience, and include as
participants the organ and choral scholars who are themselves one of our
own. The most significant event in the Cathedral calendar for the JCR
must be the college Advent Service, attended by over 800 members of the
college and their families. I was honoured to deliver a reading for the
service in my capacity as President of the Junior Common Room and
regard it to be the most distinctive and poignant moment of my time in
post.
To be a member of Christ Church is a privilege in the truest sense of
the word. It is humbling to be a part of this historic institution, to learn
from the most distinguished academics, to befriend the most
extraordinary of my peers. It has been nothing less than a thorough
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pleasure to serve the JCR as its common room president and I am
confident it will continue to succeed and be relevant to its members for
years to come.
Jarnail Atwal
JCR President 2019-20
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CHRIST CHURCH ARTS WEEK
In February 2019, Undergraduate and Graduate students from Fine Art,
joined with students from History of Art, Biology, History, Music
and English (among others) to create a Christ Church Arts Week
comprising twenty seven events. Fine Art students exhibited sculptures,
paintings, prints and live performances at six locations across College and
gave guided tours of their work.
The week-long festival also included a guided tour of the Picture
Gallery given by Jacqueline Thalmann, insight into The Wilderness
Archive at the University of Oxford Botanic Garden presented by glass
house curator Kate Pritchard, Printmaking and Drawing workshops
were lead (in college) by Peter Rhoades, Sarah Simblet and Steven
Archer. Organising students (lead especially by Annika Schlemm,
Michelle Chin, Jason Waite and Chandler Sterling) also put on film
screenings, Latin dance classes, poetry writing and terrarium
making workshops. Sebastian Black and Andrew Dickinson gave a live
poetry reading and piano recital in the Cathedral, Visiting
Contemporary Art Curators Kenji Kubota (from Japan) and Margarida
Mendes (Portugal) joined Fine Art D.Phil student Jason Waite in
conversation about their show ‘The Sleepless Alliance’ which opened at
Pembroke College Art Gallery during Ch Ch Art’s Week,
while further lectures and debates were led by international invited
speakers including Daria Khan of Mimosa House, London, the New
York based writer Brian Kuan Wood and photographer and film maker
Tim Walker. To conclude the week, three members of ‘A Fly Girls
Guide’ Lola Olufemi, Waithera Sebatindira and Suhaiymah ManzoorKhan gave readings of their work and lead a discussion which was
also chaired by recent Fine Art alumni Kathryn Walton.
The Arts Week events were well attended and I believe enjoyed by
many members of Christ Church as well as guests from other Colleges
including numerous students from The Ruskin School of Art. I hope we
will be able to build upon this again next year. I would also like to thank
the many members of Christ Church who generously supported,
facilitated and made Arts Week 2019 possible.
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THE CHRISTOPHER TOWER POETRY PRIZE
The 2019 theme of Underwater was judged by Angela Leighton, Vidyan
Ravinthiran, and Peter McDonald. They considered 621 entries from 332
British schools and colleges.
The 2019 winner was Lucy Prescott from The Lakes School,
Windermere. The runners-up were Lucy Thynne from Lady Margaret
School, London and Joseph Harrison from The London Oratory School.
In a Room with Just Bedding
Her hands are thinned linen, with stitches and scraps
so soft and subtle over arthritic knuckles.
Bundled in blankets, dryly warm,
with milky essences of a newborn.
But inside, the inscriptions in Indian ink
of my name are submerged,
her speech, soggy with splitting-seams,
sentences seem scarce, she’s unaware,
that she has an infants’ scattered sandpit speech;
crumbling and slumping with too much water.
The woven wet weight. She shrinks down in bed,
beneath the flooding in her head.
She greets it beneath the surface of her breath
but we cannot speak underwater.
Her eyes sink into her sockets,
retreating to think,
and her pupils show traces of fluid ink.
When I show her my babe,
with his feathered hair,
his dry wisps of cries and rose-bud blush,
a cotton-soft shush
comes from my misplaced mother.
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Her heavy hands draw out in fingers and thumbs
to tuck the cover up to his chin.
Eventually she sinks back down,
the fabric heavy on her frame.
The lavender-honey fragrance from her wrists
taint his fresh linen skin, and kiss
his head for her —as once she did for me—
and hold him in his blankets.
I remember, they say,
if a child is put in water
—without embellished word—
it will swim and re-surface.
He has found a place
that I cannot reach with my speech.
Where ink doesn’t run
and they know each others’ names.
Copies of the 2019 booklet, as well as all Tower Poetry publications, are
available from the Tower Poetry Office. Full details of Tower Poetry
activities are to be found at www.chch.ox.ac.uk/towerpoetry.
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SPORTS CLUBS

Football

The Christ Church A.F.C. 2nd XI continues to thrive. Despite not
reaching the heady heights of last year’s memorable Cuppers victory, the
team put in a series of excellent performances (including a 10-0 victory
over Keble and an 8-0 win over Somerville) with our trademark attacking
style. Games were often high-scoring (at both ends of the field), with
other memorable matches including a 6-4 victory over Wadham. Though
it is always difficult to single out individuals, JJ Sermon’s goal tally
(around 21 in 11 games, though we somewhat lost count) speaks for itself.
This was, of course, only made possible through the excellent efforts of
other stalwarts of the club like Joseph Grehan-Bradley, Omar
Abdelnasser, Jack Watson, Alan Grad and Nicholas Phipps (all of whom
are, unfortunately, leaving us this year, along with the author). It was,
however, particularly promising to see lots of freshers making their
debuts for the team, boding well for years to come.
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CHRIST CHURCH CHEMISTS’ AFFINITY GROUP
During the Easter Vacation, to coincide with the AGM, we organised a
family event in college. Members and their families were able to have a
picnic lunch in the Master’s Garden, after which they took part in a Lewis
Carroll-based competition which involved finding various Alice-based
objects and locations around the college and solving some of Lewis
Carroll’s puzzles. This was followed by tea after which Dr Ben Littlefield
(Head of Curiosity, Southampton University and Winchester Science
Centre) gave an excellent talk with demonstrations on “The Secret World
of Gases” in the Michael Dummett Lecture Theatre which was much
enjoyed by everyone present.
Dr Martin Grossel
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NOT GOING GENTLY
Derek N Stacey
And stepping westward seemed to be
A kind of heavenly destiny – William Wordsworth:
Like everyone else, I am invited every year to send an entry to the Annual
Report on my research activities, but I’ve always put it off, hoping I might
eventually do something interesting. Perversely, I thought that this year,
as I have probably published my last research paper, I would let you know
what I am doing instead, here in Cornwall. It has taken a while - Judy
Pallot once said that I must hold the record for the number of times I
have retired. I first did so in 2005 at the age of 67, as one was required
to do at that time, but somehow more than a decade later I was still giving
tutorials and working full-time in the Clarendon. The excellence of
Christ Church SCR lunch was of course a major factor, but in addition
the Ion Trap Group had established a reputation as a world-class outfit
working on quantum information technology and I was keen to remain
part of it. For the record, the last piece of work for which I was mainly
responsible (together with a graduate student from the House, Hugo
Janacek) was published in 2018. It was called The effect of atomic response
time in the theory of Doppler cooling of trapped ions (authors H. Janacek,
A. M. Steane, D. M. Lucas & D. N. Stacey). I was quite pleased with it.
As a physicist, I have never been strong on imaginative leaps or innovative
ideas, but when we come up with an odd or intriguing effect in our
experiments, I try to grind away at it until it can be understood, and I
have a fair success rate. This was a good example.
I did eventually come to the conclusion, though, that if I continued
in this way I should one day be carried feet-first out of the Clarendon,
never having done anything except sit at a desk trying to solve problems
of interest to a tiny fraction of humanity. So my wife and I moved to
Cornwall – she retired from being Head of Oxford High Junior School
– and we have been there ever since. We first moved to Bude, but are
now near Falmouth, where we are enjoying retirement, living in an
extremely friendly village. No squash, alas, but a nice tennis club, body63

boarding, and of course spectacular scenery. We are within easy walking
distance of the sea in an AONB (area of outstanding natural beauty),
which is particularly fortunate during lockdown, as our schedule includes
a long walk early each morning. Ellie has taught me the names of several
flowers, and my next task is to learn to recognise them when I see them.
Since arriving here we have been heavily involved in the drawing up of a
Neighbourhood Development Plan which seeks to protect the
environment from unwanted development such as the rather pleasant
new estate on which we live.
I have four other main activities. The most important is outreach. I
have been teaching a day a week in a comprehensive school, giving
Oxford-style tutorials to encourage aspiration. This is quite a lot of work,
as I have to prepare question sheets and go through the students’ efforts
before the sessions. The students are not all brilliant academically, but
the important thing is that they are prepared to work and wish to make
the most of themselves. Even during lockdown, I have continued to
teach them via e-mail. I have been with this school for two years; three
of my students have applied to Oxbridge during that time and all three
were accepted. There are two or three others in the pipeline. In order to
make a real difference, though, we need a more ambitious initiative, and
this is now being addressed by the Oxford University Society of Cornwall
in support of Oxford’s own programme, spear-headed by Exeter College,
which has responsibility for outreach in the south-west. Although not
strictly falling under the heading of outreach, this is maybe the point to
mention that I have given two public scientific lectures in Cornwall and
should have been giving a third next week, but of course it has been
postponed.
I am trying to turn my old Oxford lecture handouts into text-books.
There are many excellent texts already on the market, but my feeling is
that they all contain far too much material for the typical student. The
physics syllabus in Oxford and indeed everywhere else is now so crowded
that very little time is spent on any given subject, and what is needed is a
succinct and clear treatment of the basic material which students simply
have to master if they are to be taken seriously as physicists. Those who
wish to know more can then turn to other books. Of course, publishers
may disagree with me.
For reasons too bizarre to explain, I am also producing art work which
is commercially available. If you visit Port Isaac, on the north coast, you
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can buy mugs, aprons, tea-towels, post-cards, and a map showing
locations used in the Doc Martin television series; and if you look in the
corner of many of them you will find my signature. I should add that I
do not do this for profit. But I am amazed and gratified that people
actually think that something I produced is worth paying for.
Finally, I am trying to get to grips with the problem of free will. I
find it profoundly unsatisfactory to be told that we don’t actually have
free will, but it’s OK because no-one could ever compute the factors
which govern any individual decision. As you can probably tell, I am at
a somewhat preliminary stage.
I cannot sign off without mentioning that I love to visit Christ
Church when I come to Oxford, and I am always overwhelmed by the
courtesy and even affection shown to me by my former colleagues and
the staff. As an Emeritus Student I am treated very generously and it is
good to have the opportunity to say how much this is appreciated.
Derek N Stacey
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CHRIST CHURCH PANCAKE RACES
Victory for the JCR
Tuesday 5th March 2019 saw Tom Quad become the scene of fierce
rivalries between students, staff and academics, as teams from each part
of the college battled it out in some of the most competitive pancake
races ever seen. We were honoured to have the High Sherriff present to
start each race and to hand out the prizes, with wooden spoons for the
losing side bestowed by the Senior Censor.
Crowds gathered on the edges of the quad to cheer on their favourites.
Teams from the JCR, GCR, SCR and Cathedral, as well as from groups
of non-academic staff including the Steward’s Office, Porters,
Housekeeping, and the Library, took it in turns to defend the honour of
the part of Christ Church they were representing by racing around Tom
Quad carrying pancakes in frying pans. Every team was made up of four
willing participants, each taking on a quarter of the quad before having
to pass their pancake on to the next competitor.
There were some close calls and dramatic moments caused by
dropped pancakes, failed flips, and at one point even a broken frying pan.
The teams faced each other through several heats, with only the fastest
four making it through to the hotly-contested semi-finals. With
everything to play for, two teams from the JCR were left to fight it out
in a nail biting final, which saw JCR 1 make it across the finish line in
first place to win the top prize.
During the race, pancakes were available for sale in the JCR café, with
proceeds from this as well as from collections at the event going towards
a Christ Church team entering the Bilbao Night Marathon to raise funds
for Action Against Hunger, a global humanitarian organisation that takes
decisive action against the causes and effects of hunger.
Congratulations to the winners of the inaugural Christ Church
Pancake Race, commiserations to the teams who didn’t quite make it,
and many thanks to everyone involved in organising a fantastic event.
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MR EDWARD BURN
1922 - 2019
Edward Burn was Law Tutor in this House for 36 years. He was my tutor,
and then my colleague, and always my friend and mentor. When we were
his pupils, we addressed him as “Mr Burn”, but we always knew him as
Teddy.
Christ Church today would not be what it is without him. Teddy was
devoted to the House, a firm but fair Censor in the 1960s, an innovative
Tutor for Admissions in the 1970s; and always respected as a force for
reason. He knew what was right, and he would make his views clear. He
did not intervene loudly or persistently in Governing Body meetings, but
any intervention was always carefully prepared, and his opinions were
forceful because they were his.
Teddy transformed Law at Christ Church. In 1954 he took over what
can only be called a failing regime and quickly and decisively turned the
House into a place of which the law students could themselves be proud.
He introduced structured reading lists, and set about providing and
arranging high quality tuition for our students. He built up the holdings
of the then-small Law Library (he thought that books were more
important than easy chairs), and later, in the 1970s, he masterminded a
raid on the Steward’s and Treasurer’s offices under Hall for the new Law
Library – he told me proudly how nobody had worked out how
wonderful the space was until it had been agreed that it should become
the Law Library and the old partition walls had been removed. It is very
fitting that Teddy saw it later become the Burn Law Library, with the
cost of maintaining the holdings fully covered by donations from his
former pupils.
Outside the House, he was a force within the Faculty, commanding
similar respect amongst his Faculty colleagues. And in his teaching and
his writing in Land Law and Trusts, he was widely recognised as the
leading academic property lawyer of the second half of the twentieth
century—and justly so.
Teddy held strong views. He approved of
− Classics (he had started as a classicist at Wadham under Maurice
Bowra, before switching to Law after the War);
− the BCL (he had no truck with the DPhil);
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−
−
−

tutorial teaching (he disapproved of those who taught in groups
larger than two);
the Bar (and especially Lincoln’s Inn);
Cricket (and, as a spectator, other sports – it was a mistake to
telephone him in the evening if the snooker was on. But it was
also a mistake to telephone him during Coronation Street).

He took very great pleasure in
− books, and in particular his two Law Libraries – the one he
created in college, and his own wonderful collection at home;
− the books he wrote with Ronald Maudsley; in being invited by
Geoffrey Cheshire to take on his Modern Law of Real Property
for the next generations; and in this book later becoming
Cheshire and Burn’s Modern Law of Real Property;
− being made an Honorary Bencher of Lincoln’s Inn;
− being a Governor at St Edward’s School, his own alma mater;
− being made a Professor at the City University in London as the
culmination of his teaching of the future members of the Bar
both there and (earlier) at the Inns of Court School of Law;
− being awarded honorary Doctorates by the City University in
London and by the University of King’s College, Halifax,
Canada;
And perhaps above all, during his time in Oxford, he took great pleasure
in no. 304 Woodstock Road, its garden as well as the house, which was
his and Helen’s project. His pupils benefited from being entertained
there, most memorably to the Schools Lunch, with smoked salmon
sandwiches and champagne, an event which was often happily coincident
with the Lord’s Test Match which was playing on the television in the
sitting room. Teddy was not willing to consider a call from another
college to its Headship because he and Helen could not bear to give up
what they had created at no. 304.
Teddy was a remarkably modest man. He described himself to me
(more than once) as “a local boy made good”. His wartime experiences
and achievements, in France and Southeast Asia, left a very clear mark on
him, but he barely spoke of them to you until you knew him very well.
He knew how much his pupils loved and respected him, and how highly
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he was thought of by colleagues in Christ Church, elsewhere in Oxford,
and in the world outside; but he wore it very lightly, and preferred not
to have fuss.
Teddy’s real joy was in being able to teach each successive generation
of lawyers in the subjects which he made his own—Roman Law, Land
Law and Trusts. You only had to attend a tutorial to see the excitement
he brought to it – whether it was in jumping up to pull off the shelf a
text of Roman law to prove (or, more likely, disprove) what you had just
said in reading out your essay; or just in swinging to and fro in his
mustard leather rocking chair with increasing vigour when he became
more excited with the tutorial discussion. When he retired from Christ
Church, he was delighted to be recruited by his former pupil, Ann Smart,
to continue to teach as a lecturer at St Hugh’s—which carried on for
another decade.
Teddy had total dedication to his pupils—during their time here, in
helping them to make their next steps beyond the House, and in
following their careers. In all the years I knew him, I never once saw him
get cross with a student. He found the best in people; and in his pupils
he rejoiced as much in saving one from a Third (or worse), as in helping
another to a First. His pupils were his children. It was not, then,
surprising that we had a Great Hall full to overflowing for his retirement
dinner in 1990. Nor that so many of his pupils, as well as his former
colleagues and his friends, should want to pay their respects here today.
John Cartwright
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SIR MICHAEL HOWARD
1922 – 2019
With the announcement of the death of Sir Michael Howard at the age
of 97, a long tradition of soldier-scholars at Christ Church has come to
an end; we are immensely the poorer for the disappearance of that
memorable generation of old members who had fought in the Second
World War, a solidarity that did much to enhance the humanism of the
House, both as a lively and as a bracingly learned society.
Sir Michael came from a traditional and firmly Anglican background
(the Howards were armigerous), although his family had branched out
into founding a pharmaceutical firm. His mother came from a German
Jewish family, and at a unique point in the recent history of academic
History, the Regius Professors of Modern History at Oxford (Sir
Michael) and at Cambridge (Sir Geoffrey Elton, a refugee from a German
Jewish background in Prague), were cousins.
The tragedies of war and displaced persons formed every
circumstance of Sir Michael’s long life. Educated at Wellington College
– as both its name and foundation suggest, long a school favoured by
soldiers, but also by the clergy (the ‘Iron Duke’ was a man of loyally
Anglican piety) – Sir Michael matriculated at Christ Church in January
1941, having won a History Scholarship here in 1939. He gained a ‘First
in the shortened Honours course before being called up, after deferral for
his studies, in December 1942, joining the Coldstream Guards as a
Second-Lieutenant. He saw immediate service in Italy and won the
Military Cross for daring and near-suicidal bravery, an account of which
provides a deeply moving moment in his memoirs, Captain Professor: a
life in war and peace (2006), in which he finally recounted his decidedly
mixed feelings at having to leave a comrade to his death. Anyone who
wishes to understand the nature of military bravery ought to read that
memoir; it took him the greater part of a long life to be able to put into
words the circumstances of his winning the MC: it is an appropriately
humbling narrative.
After the war, Sir Michael returned to complete his full degree in
Modern History at Christ Church. As with many now mature
undergraduates who had seen active service in appalling conditions, the
return to academic study was not easy, and he frustratingly failed to gain
a ‘First, but he did get to play Cardinal Wolsey in Shakespeare’s Henry
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VIII in Hall; he had natural but graceful authority, and such was his
meticulous ability as a lecturer at London University, that students at
RADA were recommended to attend them as lessons in delivery and
timing (the lectures were said to end invariably and precisely as Big Ben
tolled the hour.) He had begun research in early modern history before
moving to King’s College London in 1947, turning to modern military
history in the process.
With Sir John Sparrow, the Warden of All Souls College, he co-wrote
an early study in contemporary history, The Coldstream Guards 1920-46,
which appeared in 1951. His brilliant account of the Franco-Prussian war
appeared to deservedly great acclaim in 1961; Sir Michael became heavily
involved in strategic studies and the history of Intelligence (which had
involved a lot of Christ Church men, including Hugh Trevor-Roper,
Gilbert Ryle, Hugh Lloyd-Jones, and Charles Stuart.) Indeed, the first
essay that Sir Michael offered for the Festschrift for Trevor-Roper published in 1981 as History and Imagination - had been about the ‘secret
war’, but a furious Harold Macmillan (a Balliol man), censoriously and
rather pompously insisted that it not be published, and with typical
elegance and sang-froid, Sir Michael substituted an outstanding essay on
‘Empire, Race and War in pre-1914 Britain’, a pioneering piece of
research. Margaret Thatcher proved equally jumpy, and publication of
his study of Strategic Deception in World War II was therefore delayed for
ten years, finally appearing in 1990.
Sir Michael had devoted twenty-one years of service to King’s College
London, where there is now fittingly a Michael Howard Centre in War
Studies; he had also been instrumental in the foundation of the Institute
of Strategic Studies and dutifully served on the Council on Christian
Approaches to Defence and Disarmament, an instance of his
commitment to ethics and diplomacy. He left King’s London as
Professor of War Studies for a fellowship at All Souls College in 1968,
where he was later elected Chichele Professor of the History of War, in
1977. In 1980, he succeeded Hugh Trevor-Roper as Regius Professor of
Modern History, with a fellowship at Oriel College, and served
subsequently as Professor of Military and Naval History at Yale
University between 1989 and 1993. A recipient of numerous academic
honours, including a Fellowship of the British Academy in 1970, he was
knighted in 1986 and was made a Companion of Honour in 2002 and
awarded the Order of Merit in 2005.
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Sir Michael was elected an Honorary Student of Christ Church in
1990. He was an exemplary writer, producing a stream of important
books, but if one were to recommend any in addition to Captain
Professor, it would be his remarkable study of War and the Liberal
Conscience, published in 1978, the hero of which was the Dutch humanist
and pacifist, Desiderius Erasmus. It is a profoundly humane study. Any
meeting with Sir Michael was an honour, and he was a familiar figure at
tea at the Athenaeum. (He was also a member of the Garrick, the Reform,
and Pratt’s; he was convivial company.) In the deeply conformist and
anxious world of post-war Intelligence and academic life, Sir Michael
made no secret of his homosexuality; as soon as it was possible, he entered
into a civil partnership with Mark Anthony James, in 2006, his partner
since 1961. Slightly and agreeably mischievous as well as naturally
gracious, Sir Michael deeply enjoyed the cross-generational nature of
academic life, and it was particularly touching to witness his close
friendship with the late Rory Allan, who in common with Sir Michael,
represented the very best of the House.
It is simply true to say of Sir Michael, the Captain-Professor, that we
shall not look on his like again. In the company of soldier-scholars, Sir
Michael Howard was always courteously, and bravely, his own man.
Professor Brian Young, Charles Stuart Student and Tutor in
History
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL DAVID EDWARDS
1937 - 2019
Lieutenant Colonel David Edwards., MA (Oxon), international oarsman
and cavalry officer, who was also an Oxford University graduate, twice a
rowing blue, Empire and Commonwealth Games silver and bronze
medallist, pilot, sailor, scientist, architect, Islamicist, aesthete and allround polymath, who always enjoyed a healthy disregard for authority
Lieutenant Colonel David “Pissy” Edwards, who died aged 81
(07/06/19), had a full and adventurous army career and throughout his
life, displayed an extraordinary ability as a polymath to turn his mind and
hands to the pursuit of a great number of disciplines at the highest of
levels.
The youngest of two sons, David Cecil Edwards was born on 30
October 1937 in Kensington, London. His father, Group Captain Hugh
“Jumbo” Edwards, MA, AFC, DFC, was the well-known oarsman,
double Olympic gold medallist, pilot and Oxford rowing coach imbued
in both his sons a thirst for competitive sport and a somewhat eccentric
and versatile approach to trying one’s hand at anything and once
committed, then trying with all one’s might. “I can’t see the point of
paying someone to do something, if you can do that something yourself by
reading a book”, David regularly said.
His early life was spent on various airfields throughout the second
world war, watching and waiting for his father to return from various
flying missions over occupied Europe. When the family moved to a
cottage high on the Berkshire Downs just off the Ridgeway and near to
the airfield where his father was stationed, David’s father would regularly
fly his bomber literally feet over the cottage, just to let everyone know by
the roar of engines that he was back safe from a mission over Germany
or the like and needed picking up from the aerodrome. His father would
also take-off and fly his Avro Baby biplane from their field next to the
cottage. But with the field slightly too short for a runway, Jumbo would
get his two young boys to brace themselves against the plane’s wings so
that he could get the plane’s revs up enough to have sufficient speed and
thrust to clear the hedge at the end of their makeshift runway.
David and his brother John were sent to prep school at St Richard’s,
Malvern, Worcestershire and then onto Downside School, where David
took pride in being, according to his Smythe housemaster, Dom Wilfrid
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Passmore, ‘the leader of the underworld’, with his illicit distilling of alcohol
in the Chemistry labs. He also boasted with some glee to his children,
that Edwardses should be proud of not achieving any position of
responsibility while at school.
On leaving Downside in 1954, he was awarded a state scholarship to
Christ Church, Oxford University. In going up to Christ Church, he
followed in the wake of his brother John, his father and his uncle and was
later followed by his son Tarquin, and it was at the College that he took
up rowing seriously. He was selected and rowed in the Boat Race twice,
with the stern taskmaster of his father then as the Oxford coach. He won
his first blue as stroke and President of OUBC in 1958, when Oxford lost
and then a second blue in 1959, when Oxford won, with David claiming
thereafter, that it was possible to stroke an eight from the 6 seat. He is
still the only Edwards to win a Boat Race, despite many attempts over
the years!
He was late handing in his final Chemistry thesis not least because
the date clashed with Henley Regatta week. As a result, he was awarded
an unclassified degree, which greatly nonplussed Army and other HR
execs, His thesis was entitled “the proton irradiation of Bismuth to produce
Polonium 210”.
Competing at Henley Regatta regularly, he was in a number of
Henley finals and was furious in 1961 when, whilst rowing for Leander
Club against the Russian Army in the final of the premier event for VIIIs
at the Regatta - the Grand Challenge Cup - he and his crew sought
assurance from the umpire that if the Russians went early and before the
gun, as was their wont, they would be called back to the start again. The
Russians duly followed form and went before the gun, but frustratingly
weren’t called back and they kept their advantage to win, much to David’s
shagrin.
After National Service and wishing to stay away from a desk for as
long as possible, David was commissioned into the British army in 1959,
joining the 10th Royal Hussars and being posted out to Germany as a
Troop Leader.
In 1962 however, he took a brief sojourn from military life and was
given leave to train with his brother John and the Luke brothers from
Cardiff following their selection to row in a coxless IV for Wales in the
British Empire and Commonwealth Games in Perth, Australia. The four
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won a silver medal and thus added to David and his brother’s earlier
Empire Games bronze medal in 1958.
At the outbreak of hostilities in the Aden Emergency in 1963 and sailing
with the regiment to the Middle East, he found himself commanding a
long-distance re-supply convoy. He loved the desolation of the desert
and this active service, recalling an occasion in the Radfan Mountains
when he found himself bracketed by a bazooka while on patrol: “there is
nothing quite like being shot at, to concentrate the mind”.
In 1966, he returned to England to gain his ‘wings’ and undergo
training as a helicopter pilot and he rejoined the regiment, then in
Munster Germany, as a helicopter pilot and now a Captain. Being
promoted to temporary Major in 1968, he took command of the
regiment’s Air Squadron.
On one occasion, David crashed with his commanding officer,
Colonel John Willis, on board into a forest in the Moselle Valley.
Fortunately, they were unhurt and the Colonel went to get help while
David remained with the wreckage of trees and the smoldering
helicopter. The first person to appear was a German policeman who
surveyed the scene and then asked David, “Did you not know that it is an
offense to cut down trees in the Fatherland”.
With the amalgamation of the 10th Hussars and the 11th Hussars in
1969 to form the Royal Hussars and the 10th’s conversion back to tanks,
David found himself being posted to Staff College. Subsequently David
was based with his regiment in Sennelager, Germany in 1973.
The Regiment was posted on a brief tour to Northern Ireland in the
second half of 1974 and David found himself and his squadron deployed
to guard Long Kesh Prison, also known as the Maze, which was used to
house paramilitary and IRA prisoners. Shortly after their arrival, longstanding agitation and tension within the prison exploded into violence
and arson on the night of October 15, 1974, which became known as ‘the
Maze ablaze’. On the following day, the regiment, heavily reinforced,
took part in the largest operation yet seen at the prison to restore order.
With his commanding officer engaged elsewhere the previous night,
David, as second in command, was thereafter able to claim in later years
that he had led ‘the last dismounted cavalry charge undertaken by the British
Army’.
An unconventional and rather wild cavalry officer, his love of parties
earning him the moniker ‘Pissy’, he was known for carrying a 0.22 rifle
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on exercise to shoot at laggardly tanks in his troop, to put out lights and
to contribute local wildlife to the troop rations. Undoubtedly fueled by
alcohol after one mess night, he challenged a fellow officer and
subsequently won a race to the other side of their building –but it was a
vertical race, up and over the roof.
Whether it was sword fighting in the Mess, doing torque turns in his
helicopter and flying his Sioux up to the unfeasibly high height of 16,500
feet, “winding up” stuffy old majors or sharing his infectious enthusiasm
for flying, “There was never a dull moment with David”, a regimental
colleague recalled, “His soldiers would follow him anywhere, as they
admired officers who stretched the rules. In his case frequently to breaking
point”.
Yet the technical side to him was never far below the surface. Living
in Germany with his young family, he built the family lawnmower from
a carry cot frame, from which was suspended a washing machine motor,
which in turn drove a cutting blade for mowing the grass.
Whilst both as a senior officer and then working at the MOD, he
single handedly planned and then built an extension to the family cottage
in Wiltshire, in his spare evenings. In 1985, he and his wife Judy,
purchased the medieval manor house, Font le Roi, which had fallen into
severe dilapidation. Over the next 25 years, David, on his own, restored
the house, one of Dorset’s most ancient buildings and he even re-roofed
their large barn in his late 60’s, again single handed. Judy, showing
patience and forbearance in the extreme, had to wait 20 years for a stair
carpet and regularly fed the family nonplussed among the detritus of
building equipment.
With a weekly commute to the MOD and stay in London and with
his evenings spare, he enrolled on a postal degree course at Reading
University to become a surveyor, as a second career after the army.
He left the army in 1988 and gaining experience as a surveyor with an
architectural practice in Dorset, he drew up and planned the filtration
system for an Award-winning design for a new penguin pool at
Edinburgh Zoo.
Inspired by an ancient shouldered arch in the drawing room at Font
le Roi and by similar arches strewn across the Islamic World, he and his
daughter Camilla co-authored an academic paper that was published in
the Journal of Architectural History, on the evolution of the shouldered
arch as an architectural form.
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With his other daughter Melissa he shared a passion for sailing his
beloved Fireball dingy. Entering them both into what he thought was a
regional competition one summer, they found themselves actually
entered into what was the Fireball World Championships. They came a
respectable last, but not least.
He continued working on various projects as a surveyor and architect
into his 70’s. Quiet and modest in his contribution to the young and to
local community projects in both Dorset and Norfolk, he enjoyed and
gave up time as Chairman of Christ Church Boat Club, Chairman of
Alweston Parish Council and to the cause and campaign for the building
of low-cost housing for young rural families.
He married Judith “Judy” Perdita, nee Stokes in 1966 and they had
three children: Tarquin, Camilla and Melissa.
David and Judy have spent the past 53 years living in bliss in the West
Country.
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JAMES (JIM) GEORGE FORREST
1943 - 2019
Jim Forrest read Chemistry at the House from 1962-1966.
He died in Kingston Hospital after a long illness. He was diagnosed
with Corticobasal Degeneration in 2017, and in the last months of his life
suffered repeated episodes of inhalation pneumonia because of the
neurological complications of his condition. He fought his illness to the
end with great courage.
I first came to know Jim when we were pupils together at Westminster
School. Although I was two and a half years younger than him he showed
enormous kindness to me in the early years of our friendship without any
hint of embarrassment at our age difference, and looking back it seems
obvious now that he was going to be a teacher. He was generous with his
time, interested in other people, interested in his subject in particular in
physical chemistry, and full of enthusiasm and good humour. He had life
long involvements with athletics, in which he was an extremely talented
long distance runner, and with choral music particularly loving the music
of Handel and Bach.
Jim went up to Oxford with a Westminster Exhibition in 1962 and
completed his degree in 1966. In his last year he had digs in Iffley Road,
where I visited him a few times. Jim was ideally placed to train at the
Iffley Road Track and he became captain of the University cross-country
second team.
After leaving Oxford, Jim spent over a year in Lesotho on a Voluntary
Services Overseas placement. It is difficult to overstate the depth of the
impression this time away from England had on him. He discovered
himself as a teacher there, and he retained ties with people he had met
there for decades afterwards. He would have loved to return but a busy
life prevented him doing so.
On returning to England he realised after only a brief time in
industry that he wanted to teach. He took a PGCE at King’s College,
London, and soon after Jim was appointed to the staff of Raynes Park
High School. He became Head of Science in 1971. He later moved as
Deputy Head to Hollyfield School in Surbiton, before taking early
retirement to work as an Ofsted inspector. He combined this with
teaching a foundation year chemistry course for overseas students at both
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Surrey and Kingston Universities. He also gave private tuition to GCSE
and A level pupils.
I am indebted to John Goodbody, fellow old Westminster, for
information about Jim’s athletic achievements. While in Africa, he had
completed the famous Comrades Marathon, 52 miles, and uphill in the
year that he ran it. He also finished the London to Brighton event, a
double marathon, in 6 hours 17 minutes and set a record time of 11hours
8minutes 46seconds for the South Downs Way. The record stood for
thirteen years. He was also club captain of Ranelagh Harriers for many
years and unsurprisingly a superb coach whose advice was sought out by
younger athletes.
It was apparent at the memorial service for Jim, that through his
kindness, generosity, and considerable gifts he touched the lives of very
many people.
Jim is survived by his two children, Neil and Louise, from his first
marriage, and by his second wife, Claire and her three children, Sasha,
Christopher and Juliette. He was a devoted husband, father and stepfather. I would like to pay tribute to the wonderful quality of care and
support Jim received from Claire and his family through his long and
difficult final illness.
David Cook ChCh 1965-1969
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William “Bill” Gray
William “Bill” Gray, who read Modern Languages (French and German)
at Christ Church from 1971-1974, died on 8th April 2019. He discovered
German Romantic fairy tales while studying with David Luke at Oxford,
who was then working on his Penguin translation of Grimms’ Tales. Bill
went on to study theology and philosophy at Edinburgh and Princeton,
where he took Walter Kaufmann’s course on Nietzsche and a doctoral
seminar on Gadamer’s recently translated Truth and Method—a book
on which he subsequently wrote his PhD thesis, and which has informed
his subsequent teaching and writing. He later became Professor of
Literary History and Hermeneutics at the University of Chichester and
Founder of the Sussex Centre for Folklore, Fairy Tales and Fantasy. He
has published on literature, philosophy and theology, with books on C.S.
Lewis and Robert Louis Stevenson. His most recent works include
“Fantasy, Myth and the Measure of Truth: Tales of Pullman, Lewis,
Tolkien, MacDonald and Hoffmann” and two volumes of collected
essays entitled “Death and Fantasy” and “Fantasy, Art and Life”. An
edition of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Fables and Fairy Tales is
forthcoming on Edinburgh University Press. He has written for
newspapers, appeared on radio, TV and other media to discuss his
research. He has been invited to advise, consult and comment on
numerous fairy tale and fantasy productions, including the Snow White
and the Huntsman film (for which he served as “Mythic and Folklore
advisor” to Universal Pictures), an adaptation of George MacDonald’s
The Light Princess at the National Theatre, and a production of
Cendrillon at the Royal Opera House. Memories, quotes and pictures
about this life and work are being gathered at:
http://www.williamgray.org/remembering-bill/ If you have something to
add, please write to remembering@williamgray.org.
Jonathan Gray
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Mr Edward (Teddy) Burn – Law Tutor at Christ Church, 1954 – 1990.

The newly extended and refurbished Thatched Barn and Visitor Centre.

An internal view of the Research Centre set up for a conference.

The Cathedral Choir in its new position in the Cathedral.

Frideswide Voices with their Musical Director Helen Smee.

SENIOR MEMBERS’ ACTIVITIES
The Revd Professor N Biggar
In 2019 Nigel Biggar completed the manuscript of What’s Wrong with
Rights?, which now awaits publication by O.U.P. In addition, he
published “What’s Wrong with Subjective Rights?” in The History of
European Ideas; “A Christian View of Humanitarian Intervention” in
Ethics and International Affairs; “What Should Military Ethics Learn
from World War I? A Christian Assessment” in Mallard and White, eds,
A Persistent Fire: The Strategic Ethical Impact of World War I on the Global
Profession of Arms (Washington, DC: National Defense University Press);
and “David Rodin’s Critique of ‘Just War’: A Counter-Critique”, in
Koch, ed., Chivalrous Combatants? The Meaning of Military Virtue, Past
and Present (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlag). In January he lectured on
“Nationalism, Historic Grievance, and Reconciliation” at the Aoyama
Gakuin University, Tokyo; in February, on “The Christian Justification
of War” and “The Ethics of Using Armed Drones” at Palm Beach
Atlantic University, Florida; in September, on “Why the Right to
Academic Freedom is not Enough” at the Norwegian Academy of
Science and Letters, Oslo; in November, on “The Ethics of War” at the
Royal College of Defence Studies, London; and in December, on
“Reinhold Niebuhr and the Political Possibility of Forgiveness” at the
Institute for Sino-Christian Studies, Hong Kong. In the course of the
year, he ran three conferences: “Academic Freedom under Threat:
What’s To Be Done?” (May); “Ethics and Empire II: the Medieval
Period” (June); and “Freedom of Speech: How to Secure it?” (October).
Professor R L Judson
2019 saw the publication of Aristotle: Metaphysics Λ: A Translation and
Commentary (Oxford University Press), the first in-depth philosophical
commentary on this important work in modern times. I also published
'The Meno’, in Gail Fine (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Plato, 2nd
edition (Oxford University Press), 161-81, and ‘Aristotle and Crossing the
Boundaries between the Sciences’, Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie
101, 177-204.
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Professor M Edwards
Prayer and Contemplation in Late Antiquity, ed. with Eleni Pachoumi
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2019).
Aristotle in Early Christian Thought (London: Routledge, 2019).
“Kinzig on the Creeds”, Journal of Ecclesiastical History 70, 119-129.
“Praying and Contemplating in Late Antiquity”, in Pachoumi and
Edwards, 111-122.
“Origen in Paradise: A Response to Peter Martens”, Zeitschrift fur Antikes
Christentum 23, 163-185.
“E-theology: Losses and Gains”, in Digitalisation and the Future of
Science. Proceedings of the V International Scientific Conference,
Moscow: St Tikhon’s University, 16-21. ISBN 978-5-7429-1251-4.
Professor S Rowland-Jones
In September 2018 I began a one year term as President of the Royal
Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (RSTMH), only the second
woman to hold the post since the Society was founded in 1907. My term
culminated in the biennial meeting of the European tropical medicine
societies (ECTMIH) in September in Liverpool, which the Society
hosted. I continue to contribute to two of the Society’s committees
(Meeting and Events, Education and Training).
My group published 11 research papers in journals including Journal
of Virology, AIDS, Lancet HIV, PLOS One and Clinical Infectious Diseases.
I gave a Keynote speech on Global Health in the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology annual symposium in Feb. 2019, as well as
invited talks at major HIV meetings in Paris and Mexico City.
Together with collaborators in Zimbabwe, Malawi, S. Africa and
Norway we completed a large randomised trial of Azithromycin for older
children and adolescents with HIV infection and chronic lung disease,
funded by the Norwegian Research Council. We also received just under
4 million Euros in funding for another large trial, looking at the potential
benefits of Vitamin D in older children with HIV from EDCTP
(European and Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership), which
will start in 2020.
From January 2019 I took up the role of Lead for Education and
Training in the Biomedical Research Centre of Oxford University
Hospitals Trust, which provides a programme of training and funding
for clinicians, scientists, nurses and allied health professionals engaged in
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translational research in a partnership between the OUH Trust and
Oxford University.
Professor P McDonald
In March, I was the guest of the Committee on Social Thought Program
at the University of Chicago, where I lectured and gave a seminar on
W.B. Yeats, as well as giving a reading of my own poetry. In the same
month, I submitted the first two volumes (1882-1889, and 1890-1898) of
my Longman edition of The Poems of W.B. Yeats to the publisher; both
will appear in 2020. One of Yeats’s most famous poems, ‘The Lake Isle
of Innisfree’, was the subject of the major research article I published this
year, ‘Yeats’s Early Lake Isles’, Review of English Studies 70/294, April
2019, 312–331. I also published a chapter on Seamus Heaney, ‘‘Weird
Brightness’ and the Riverbank: Seamus Heaney, Virgil, and the Need for
Translation’, in Stephen Harrison, Fiona Macintosh, and Helen
Eastman (eds.), Seamus Heaney and the Classics: Bann Valley Muses
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), pp. 160-179. I contributed a
chapter, ‘The Deaths of Tragedy: The Agamemnon of MacNeice, Dodds,
and Yeats’, to a book on the classicist, poet, and Ulsterman E.R. Dodds
(of Belfast, Univ., and Christ Church), Rediscovering E.R. Dodds:
Scholarship, Education, Poetry, and the Paranormal eds. Christopher
Stray, Christopher Pelling and Stephen Harrison (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2019), pp. 228-243. Additionally, I published two
substantial review-articles: one, on the late Geoffrey Hill’s final volume,
The Book of Baruch by the Gnostic Justin, in Stand 17/2 (May-June 2019),
pp. 109-116; another on an important verse translation of Hesiod by the
American poet A.E. Stallings, Hesiod: Works and Days, Literary Matters
11/2 (Winter 2019) (available online at:
http://www.literarymatters.org/11-2-a-review-of-a-e-stallings-translationof-hesiods-works-and-days/).
Professor G A Johnson
In August 2019, I finished my second year as Junior Censor and began
my two-year stint as Senior Censor. At the same time, I continued to
serve as an Elected Member of the University’s Council and sat on a
number of major University committees, including the Planning and
Resource Allocation Committee (PRAC) and the Committee on
Development and Alumni Relations (CDAR). As Senior Censor, I
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chaired or (co)convened a number of key committees at Christ Church,
most notably Governing Body, Academic Committee and Tutors
Committee. I also had the challenge of dealing with the aftermath of a
complex internal tribunal, which has encouraged me to develop a range
of new skills.
These responsibilities have inevitably made continuing my research
difficult, but I did give a lecture on the work of the American visual artist
Kiki Smith at Modern Art Oxford entitled ‘Kiki Smith and the Object
of Photography’ and I chaired a number academic events, including a
fascinating conference on the visual and material cultures of pilgrimage
co-organised by two of my own doctoral students.
Since the last annual report, I have published an essay on
photography, (‘“In consequence of their whiteness”: Photographing
Marble Sculpture from Talbot to Today,’ in W. Tronzo and N. Napoli,
edited, Radical Marble (Taylor & Francis), pp. 107-32), and had an article
accepted for publication in the journal Renaissance Quarterly
entitled ‘Devotion and the Senses: Engaging Donatello’s Crucifix in S.
Croce.’ I have also continued to work on two major monographs (one
on Renaissance art and the senses for Cambridge University Press, the
other on photography and sculpture for Reaktion Books) and several
edited volumes.
Professor B Parkinson
My research during 2019 has continued to focus on how people regulate
emotions during their interactions with other people and how their
emotion regulation impacts on the emotional responses of those other
people. I have been collaborating with researchers at the University of
Zurich in an investigation of how clinicians and other professional carers
deal with clients’ emotions and their own emotional responses while
interacting with those clients. In complementary research, I am also
working on a project (in collaboration with Dr Danielle Shore) exploring
how emotion regulation impacts on trust and cooperation during
experimental games (e.g., Shore et al., 2019, Emotion). At the end of 2019,
I published my monograph reviewing research into the interpersonal
effects of emotions more generally (Parkinson, 2019, Heart to Heart: How
Your Emotions Affect Other People, Cambridge University Press). Finally,
I have been extending my theoretical work by considering how group
members arrive at shared emotional orientations to events and whether
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different principles apply when emotional interactions involve more than
two individuals who share a social identity (Parkinson, 2020, Personality
and Social Psychology Review). I hope to pursue further research into
interpersonal and intragroup emotion convergence and regulation in the
coming year.
Professor J Cross
Ten years after its publication in hardback, my monograph on
Birtwistle’s The Mask of Orpheus was released in paperback to coincide
with a new production of the work at English National Opera. I have
been commissioned by a Swiss publisher to write a book in French
centred on the music of composer Tristan Murail, which will keep me
occupied for the next year or (likely) more. I gave keynote lectures at
conferences at Shanghai Conservatory of Music (on musical spectralism)
and Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venice (on post-war music theatre). I was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.
Public work included talks/presentations for London Sinfonietta
(early minimalism), London Symphony Orchestra (Bartók) and Music
at Malling Festival (Goehr); authoring Stravinsky Connected: A Guide for
Performers and Programmers for music publishers Boosey & Hawkes to
promote the composer in advance of 2021, the 50th anniversary of his
death; and I sifted through well over a hundred recordings of The Rite of
Spring in order to recommend just one for BBC Radio 3’s ‘Building a
Library’.
Professor J J Davis
My research group have continued to be highly active in the development
of supramolecular polymers and films capable of selective anion recruitment
and the development of responsive inorganic and inorganic-organic hybrid
nanoparticles supporting environmentally responsive MRI image contrast.
A significant activity remains the development of diagnostic assays for
protein biomarkers (utilising a broad range of electroanalytical, polymer,
and nanoparticle platforms), including those based on trapping and
analysing circulating exosomes for prognostic purposes in Parkinson’s. The
research teams work has been supported by awards from Innovate UK, The
Royal Society, the EPSRC, The Weston Foundation and Osler
Diagnostics.
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A selection of papers published in this period:
1. J. Pellico, C. Ellis, J.J Davis, Nanoparticle-Based Paramagnetic
Contrast Agents for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Contrast Media &
Molecular Imaging, vol. 2019, Article ID 1845637, 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1155/2019/1845637.
2. J. Pellico, C.M. Ellis, J.Miller, J.J. Davis, Water gated contrast
switching with polymer-silica hybrid nanoparticles, Chemical
Communications, 2019, 55, 8540-8543.
3. C. Jiang, F. Hopfner, C. Catli, S. Evetts, M. Hu, J.J. Davis, G.K.
Tofaris, Serum neuronal exosomes predict and differentiate Parkinson’s
disease from atypical Parkinsonism, J. Neurology, Neurosurgery &
Psychiatry, Manuscript ID jnnp-2019-322588.R1.
4. C. Ellis, J. Pellico, J.J Davis, Magnetic Nanoparticles Supporting
Bio-responsive T1/T2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Materials, 2019,
12,4096 (doi:10.3390/ma12244096)
5. P.R. Bueno, R. Hein, A. Santos, J.J. Davis, The Nanoscopic
Principles of Capacitive Ion Sensing Interfaces, Physical Chemistry
Chemical Physics, 2020, DOI: 10.1039/C9CP05543F
6. R. Hein, P.D. Beer, J.J. Davis, Electrochemical anion sensing:
supramolecular approaches, Chemical reviews, 2020, manuscript in
press.
7. C. Jiang, G. Wang, R. Hein, N. Liu, X. Luo, J.J Davis,
Antifouling Strategies for Selective In Vitro and In Vivo Sensing,
Chem. Rev., 2020, (10.1021/acs.chemrev.9b00739
8. K.M. Bak, K. Porfyrakis, J.J. Davis, P.D. Beer, Exploiting the
Mechanical Bond for Molecular Recognition and Sensing of Charged
Species,
Materials
Chemistry
Frontiers,
2020,
https://doi.org/10.1039/C9QM00698B
9. P. Kanyong, J.J. Davis, Homogeneous functional self-assembled
monolayers: faradaic impedance baseline signal drift suppression for
high sensitivity immunosensing of C-reactive protein, J. Electroanal.
Chem., 2020, 856, 113657.
10. A. Baradoke, R. Hein, X. Li, J.J. Davis, Reagentless redox
capacitive assaying of CRP at a polyaniline interface, Analytical
Chemistry, 2020, manuscript in press.
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11. P. Kanyong, A.V. Patel, Functional molecular interfaces for
impedance-based diagnostics, Annual Reviews, 2020, manuscript in
press.
Professor S Cragg
Publications include original research articles: Hunn et al., ‘Impairment
of macroautophagy in dopamine neurons has opposing effects on
parkinsonian pathology and behavior’ in Cell Reports; Condon et al.,
‘Plasticity in striatal dopamine release is governed by release-independent
depression and the dopamine transporter’ in Nature Communications;
Brimblecombe et al., ‘Calbindin-D28K limits dopamine release in ventral
but not dorsal striatum by regulating Ca2+ availability and dopamine
transporter function’ in ACS Chemical Neuroscience; Lopes et al.,
‘Inhibition of nigrostriatal dopamine release by striatal GABAA and
GABAB receptors’ in the Journal of Neuroscience; and Pristerà et al.,
‘Dopamine neuron-derived IGF-1 controls dopamine neuron firing, skill
learning and exploration’ in Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. Professor Cragg and team gave invited podium presentations at
international conferences in neuroscience and physiology in Switzerland,
Germany, Poland, and the UK.
Professor S Dadson
This year we commemorated the 15th anniversary of Oxford’s Water
Science, Policy and Management programme with a night at the
University Museum featuring the Chancellor, Lord Patten, who
launched an edited volume co-authored by our academics and alumni in
memory of the programme’s founder, Professor Mike Edmunds.
Dadson, S.J., Garrick, D.E., Penning-Rowsell, E.C., Hall, J.W., Hope,
R. and Hughes, J. (eds.) (2019) Water Science, Policy, and Management:
A Global Challenge. John Wiley and Sons Ltd. ISBN: 9781119520603.
The balance of my research activities involved (i) developing algorithms
to use satellite Earth observations to improve our understanding of the
water cycle from space; (ii) studies into the impacts of climate change on
water resources and flooding – notably in Africa and India – which are
to be used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in support
of their forthcoming report under the United Nations Framework
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Convention on Climate Change; and (iii) organising and contributing to
a series of conferences on the future of flood prediction.
Other publications include:
Gaupp, F., Hall, J., … and Dadson, S. J. Changing risks of simultaneous
global breadbasket failure. Nature Climate Change 10, 54–57 (2019).
Kumari, S., Haustein, K., … Dadson, S. et al. (2019) Return period of
extreme rainfall substantially decreases under 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C
warming: a case study for Uttarakhand, India. Environmental
Research Letters, 14(4).
Murgatroyd, A. and Dadson, S. (2019) Natural flood risk management.
In, Cutter, S.L. et al. (ed.) Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Natural
Hazard Science. Oxford University Press, Oxford.
Marthews, T.R., Jones, R.G., Dadson, S.J., et al. (2019) The impact of
human-induced climate change on regional drought in the Horn of
Africa. Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 124(8): 45494566.
Peng, J., Dadson, S., Leng, G., et al. (2019) The impact of the MaddenJulian Oscillation on hydrological extremes. Journal of Hydrology, 571:
142-149.
Peng, J., Kharbouche, … Lees, T. and Dadson, S. (2020) Influences of
leaf area index and albedo on estimating energy fluxes with HOLAPS
framework. Journal of Hydrology, 580.
Hirpa, F., Alfieri, L., Lees, T., … and Dadson, S. (2019) Streamflow
response to climate change in the Greater Horn of Africa. Climatic
Change, 156: 341-363.
Beven, K, Asadullah, A, …, Dadson, S. J., et al. (2019) Developing
observational methods to drive future hydrological science: Can we
make a start as a community?
Hydrological Processes. 2020; 34: 868– 873.
Gaupp, F., Hall, J., … and Dadson, S. (2019) Increasing risks of multiple
breadbasket failure under 1.5 and 2 °C global warming. Agricultural
Systems, 175: 34-45.
Peng, J., Muller, J-P., … and Dadson, S. (2019) Can We Use
Satellite-Based FAPAR to Detect Drought? Sensors, 19(17):
3662.
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Professor G Hutchinson
Publication:
‘Gedichte auf Stein und Papyrus lesen: Zwei Arten der
Lektüreerfahrung’, in C. Ritter-Schmalz and R. Schwitter (edd.), Antike
Texte und ihre Materialität. Alltägliche Präsenz, mediale Semantik,
literarische Reflexion (Materiale Textkulturen 27, Berlin, 2019), 13-26.
Professor A Vasudevan
Alexander Vasudevan was off on leave for the latter part of 2019. Earlier in
the year, he served as a visiting Professor of Geography at the Università
degli Studi di Firenze in Florence (March – April 2019). New publications
appeared over the course of the year including papers in Geoforum and
Urban Geography; the latter the first geographical reconstruction (in
English) of the history of squatting and housing insecurity in the German
Democratic republic.
Professor Vasudevan is currently writing an alternative history of Berlin
and is developing a second book project on the anti-psychiatry movement
in West Germany.
Professor Vasudevan has a number of College roles and he will be taking
up the post of curator of Pictures in Trinity Term 2020.
Professor Y Gal
Yarin Gal announced as Turing AI Fellow
https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/news/1743-full.html
Bayesian deep learning for all humankind (my work with NASA, page
26)
http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/innovation/inspiredresearch/InspiredResearchwinter2019.pdf
MIT Technology Review names Yarin Gal on their Innovators Under
35 Europe 2019 list
http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/news/1773-full.html
https://www.innovatorsunder35.com/the-list/yarin-gal/
Dr J Allison
In 2019 I published twelve research articles in peer-reviewed journals in
peer-reviewed journals. I continue to lead the First Large Absorption
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survey in HI, a large astronomical program that uses a next-generation
radio telescope to Western Australia to study the evolutionary history of
interstellar gas fuelling galaxies in the distant Universe. Early results from
this survey were reported in a recently submitted article in Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, which included the discovery
of young star forming gas in an otherwise old, massive galaxy. Also,
during 2019, I have worked on two Oxford-led projects using the new
South African MeerKAT radio telescope: The MIGHTEE survey, which
probes deep into the Universe to study the most active galaxies, and the
ThunderKAT survey, which my MPhys student (also a Christ Church
member) has been using to study stellar black holes sucking material from
their companion stat. I have given several talks throughout the year,
including an invited plenary talk at a major conference on Galaxy
evolution in Garching, Germany. I was also invited to give seminars at
the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy, the Max Planck Institute
for Radio Astronomy and Durham University.
Professor L Brassart
I joined Christ Church at the end of July 2019 from Monash University
in Australia. Since then I have published two co-authored papers in the
peer-reviewed journal “Mechanics of Materials”. These papers present
micromechanical models to predict the creep behaviour of polycrystals
based on a description of diffusional mass fluxes at the level of individual
grains. I have also continued to supervise my PhD students based in
Australia, India and Iran. Research topics include the mechanics of
electrode materials for Li-ion batteries and the investigation of structureproperty relationships in polymers and hydrogels. I have also given two
invited keynote presentations at international conferences in Ankara
(August 2019) and Rome (November 2019).
Dr C C L Andreyev
In May 2019 I was invited to the opening of a new Museum in Moscow
on the Russian Emigration. The Museum was opened by Foreign
Minister Lavrov, and Madame Solzhenitsyn, the widow of the writer,
made a speech. I was given an award for “preserving national culture.”
The change in attitudes from 35 years ago when I was first appointed to
a job in Oxford was striking. At that time a visiting academic from
Eastern Europe advised me to change my intellectual interests as he said
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that: “The History of the Russian Emigration is not a suitable subject for
research.”
Professor J Cartwright
John Cartwright remains active in teaching and research after his
retirement at the end of 2018. During 2019 he continued to do some
teaching for the College (first year tutorials in Roman Law) and in the
Law Faculty (seminars and lectures in comparative private law), and he
still gives courses at the Université Paris 2 (Panthéon-Assas) where he has
taught since 2002 as visiting professor. He was appointed (part-time)
Enseignant chercheur (Professeur contractuel de droit privé) at Paris 2
with effect from 1 September 2019.
His research is in English and comparative private law, with a focus
on contract law and property law, and during the year he also gave
lectures or seminars, or took part in conferences or other comparative law
activities, in Eindhoven, Lille, Madrid, Melbourne, Padua, Seville and
Utrecht. This year his publications were:
Misrepresentation, Mistake and Non-Disclosure, 5th edn (Sweet &
Maxwell, 2019)
‘Insights from outside the common law’ in D Campbell and W Swain
(eds), Reimagining Contract Law Pedagogy (Routledge, 2019), p 213
‘Introduction to the English Translation’ (with S Whittaker) in F Ancel
and B Fauvarque-Cosson, Le Nouveau Droit des Contrats: Guide
Bilingue à l'Usage des Praticiens (LGDJ 2019), p 431
‘Information Obligations and Disinformation of Consumers: English
Law Report’ in G Straetmans (ed) Information Obligations and
Disinformation of Consumers (Springer, 2019), p 99
‘Les nullités absolues: quel avenir? – Un regard étranger’ Revue des
contrats, September 2019, p 146
‘Freedom of Contract, Judicial Control, and Remedies for Nonperformance: Comparative Reflections from English Law’ in Liberté,
Justesse, Autorité: Mélanges en l’honneur du professeur Laurent Aynès
(LGDJ 2019), p 85
In addition, a Spanish translation of his book Contract Law: An
Introduction to the English Law of Contract for the Civil Lawyer (3rd edn,
Hart Publishing, 2016) was published as Introducción al Derecho Inglés de
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los Contratos, translation by JP Murga Fernández and edited by F Capilla
Roncero (Thomson Reuters Aranzadi, 2019).
He was also Consultant Editor for the Misrepresentation title in
Halsbury’s Laws of England, 5th edn, LexisNexis, vol 76 (2019).
Dr S Darlington MBE
Since retiring from Christ Church I have remained active as a performer
and lecturer. Most notably I was guest director of the 46th Annual
Conference for US Choirmasters and Organists at St. Thomas, New
York, and gave a series of lectures at the Lahti Sibelius Festival in Finland,
as well as lecturing in the Anglican Institute in Rome and in Oxford and
Bath.
Publication: My urtext edition of Francesco Durante’s Messa de’ morti
in C minor with full critical commentary was published by Edition Peters
in September. This is the first modern edition of Durante’s work. The
first performance was in Rome on 15 September 1746 in the church of S.
Giacomo degli Spagnoli in the Piazza Navona at a special requiem mass
for King Philip V of Spain, who had died earlier that year. Despite its
subsequent popularity throughout Europe, it was never published. More
details can be found on this link:
https://editionpeters.com/product/requiem-messa-de-morti-c-minor/ep73044a

Dr M Grossel
In addition to continuing my research activities in Southampton, and
representing Christ Church on the Governing Body of Portsmouth
Grammar School, I gave a talk entitled “Robert Hooke, the Isle of Wight
& Micrographia” to a group of Christ Church Alumni at Sandown on
the Isle of Wight in mid-July.
Mr R Hamer
I have actually managed to get another book published, Beowulf in Blank
Verse, Faber & Faber. The work for this was completed in 2019 but it has
been published in 2020.
Mr J Harris
John Harris (Steward 1986-2011) led the Naval Dockyards Society’s 2019
Study Tour to Antigua and Barbuda. The party visited many of
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Antigua’s colonial era fortifications and concentrated its main attention
on English Harbour, the well-preserved remnant of a British tropical
eighteenth century naval dockyard. Also known as Nelson’s Dockyard
because of his 1784-7 posting, it was inscribed as a UNESCO world
heritage site in 2016: https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1499 and
http://nationalparksantigua.com.
The Very Revd Christopher Lewis
Christopher Lewis and Dan Cohn-Sherbok (eds) Interfaith Worship and
Prayer (sub-title We must pray together); Foreword by the Dalia
Lama. Jessica Kingsley, London, 2019.
Professor D Nowell
David Nowell delivered his inaugural lecture at Imperial in Feb 2019 and
it may be watched on You-Tube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYJBAOctbwo
The title is 'Friction in Machines: Leonardo and the A380.
He was also elected as a Trustee of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers in May 2019.
Professor C Pelling
Professor Pelling had two books published in 2019
Herodotus and the Question Why (University of Texas Press, 2019).
(ed., with Christopher Stray and Stephen Harrison) Rediscovering E.R.
Dodds: Scholarship, Education, Poetry, and the Paranormal (Oxford
University Press, 2019).
The second had that nice launch in the Upper Library on 5 December,
generously supported by GB.
Canon Professor Keith Ward
I am still Professor of the Philosophy of Religion at Roehampton
University, and have published ‘Confessions of a Recovering
Fundamentalist’ (Wipf and Stock) and ‘Religion in the Modern World’
(CUP) during the year - one allegedly humorous, the other allegedly
serious. I continue to visit school 6th forms to give updates on philosophy
and Religious Studies for A levels.
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Dr Joshua Bennett
Joshua Bennett, Walter Dingwall Junior Research Fellow in History
Publications
God and Progress: Religion and History in British Intellectual Culture, 18451914 (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2019), 311 pp.
‘Exporting the Rapture: John Nelson Darby and the Victorian conquest of
North-American evangelicalism, by D.H. Akenson’, Journal of British
Studies, 58:3 (2019), pp. 635-7
‘Victorian Jesus, by I. Hesketh’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 70:2
(2019), pp. 420-1
Papers given
‘Historical introduction: theology in the new empire (1871-1888)’
22 November 2019, editors’ and contributors’ workshop for the
forthcoming three-volume Oxford History of Modern German
Theology, American Academy of Religion, San Diego, California.
‘August Neander, religious history, and nineteenth-century Protestant
nation building’, 3 October 2019, Oxford-Berlin-Padua History
research network conference on ‘Mobility in Historical Perspective:
Mobility of Ideas’, University of Padua.
‘John Keble, John Henry Newman, and the Tractarian mind’
25 September 2019, conference at Keble College, University of
Oxford, to mark the 150th anniversary of the College’s foundation.
Dr Keith Brain
During 2019, Dr Brain was re-elected as International Secretary of the
International Society for Autonomic Neuroscience. His research output
includes collaborative work with groups in IIT Mumbai (Padmakumar,
Brain & Manchanda Biomedical Research Journal, 6:49-54), on bladder
electrical activity, and the University of Aarhus (Hansen et al., 2019; Acta
Physiologica. 226 (4) doi:10.1111/apha.13279), on sympathetic
transmission in the mesenteric artery. He continues as the external
examiner for 2nd year Medicine at the University of Newcastle. As Head
of Intercalation at the University of Birmingham he has guided the
establishment of a new undergraduate programme in Women’s Health,
and 3 new intercalating Masters programmes.
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Dr Malcolm Bull
I have a new book out https://press.princeton.edu/titles/13276.html
It will also be added to the recently published books page on the website.
Dr Netta Cohen
I am currently working on transforming my dissertation into a
monograph. In addition, I recently submitted an article titled ‘Shades of
White: African Climate and the Transformation of Jews into White
European Colonists, 1903–1905’ to the Journal of Imperial and
Commonwealth History. It is now under review. Moreover, I wrote two
short blog articles for the Haaretz newspaper and the academic blog
Political Theology.
In MT I taught a tutorial entitled ‘The Authority of Nature: Race,
Heredity, and Crime from the 18th to the 20th Century’. As part of my
role as co-manager of the Oxford Environmental History Network
(OEHN) I organised a master class workshop with Prof. Sarah Elkind
from San Diego University, titled ‘Fishing and the Global History of
Conservation: Preliminary Comparisons of Past and Present’.
Furthermore, I am currently organising together with colleagues from the
Maison Francais d’Oxford an online workshop titled ‘Managing Airs and
Climates: New Approaches from History and Beyond’ which will take
place on May 26th, 2020.
During MT 2019 I also started working on a short documentary film
with director Benjamin Huguet. This film – temporary titled The Flood
Hunters – focuses on the historical and environmental context of flood
hunting in Israel.
I am grateful to Christ Church College for enabling to pursue my
research and academic activity.
Dr Tae-Yeoun Keum
“Plato’s Myth of Er and the Reconfiguration of Nature” was published
in the American Political Science Review (114:1).
My first book, “Plato and the Mythic Tradition in Political
Thought,” will be published by Harvard University Press in November
2020.
Over the course of the past year, I gave talks on my research at
Oxford, Norwich, Manchester, Cambridge, as well as at Washington DC
and Leuven. Public engagement activities include contributions to the
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Journal of the History of Ideas blog and the “Oxpol” Oxford University
Politics blog, as well as an interview with Fortune Magazine on the
significance of the Brexit 50p coin.
This is my final annual report for Christ Church, as from Fall 2020 I
will be joining the University of California, Santa Barbara as an Assistant
Professor in Political Theory. I am grateful to Christ Church and its
broader community for the magical four years I have spent here as the
Tower Junior Research Fellow.
Dr S J Schroeder
Publications:
‘Reasons, Causes, Desires, and Dispositions’, in: G. Schumann (ed.),
Explanation in Action Theory and Historiography: Causal and
Teleological Approaches, Routledge, 2019; 112-23.
‘Sentimentality as an Aesthetic Flaw’, in: C. Carmona & J. Levinson
(eds), Aesthetics, Literature, and Life: Essays in honour of Jean Pierre
Cometti, Mimesis, 2019; 85-95.
‘Wittgenstein on Aesthetics and Philosophy’, in Revista de Historiografia
32, 2019; 15-44.
‘Friedrich Waismann’s Philosophy of Mathematics’ (with Harry
Tomany), in: D. Makovec & S. Shapiro (eds), Friedrich Waismann:
The Open Texture of Analytic Philosophy, Palgrave Macmillan, 2019;
67-88.
Dr M Sullivan
Articles & Conference Papers
Michael J. Sullivan, ‘Dickinson’s Voice’, Essays in Criticism, 69/1 (2019)
Michael J. Sullivan, ‘Tennyson, Burke, and the Sublimity of Song’,
Romantic Research Seminar, University of Oxford (2019)
Michael J. Sullivan, ‘“Singing in her Song”: Tennyson’s Romantic
Inheritance’, British Association for Romantic Studies International
Conference, University of Nottingham (2019)
Michael J. Sullivan, ‘Silence and Sublimity in Tennyson’s Early
Notebooks’, Inventions of the Text, University of Durham (2019)
Michael J. Sullivan, ‘Multiple Authorship and the Poetics of Voice’,
Oxford Centre for Textual Editing and Theory Inaugural Conference,
University of Oxford (2019)
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Michael J. Sullivan, ‘Tennyson’s Notebooks and the Allegory of Art’,
Tennyson Society Annual Conference, University of Oxford (March
2019)
Tennyson Society Annual Conference
In March 2019, I convened the Tennyson Society Annual Conference at
Christ Church, and in 2020 and 2021 I shall be guest editing special issues
of the Tennyson Research Bulletin and the American journal Victorian
Poetry.
Dr R Thompson
My Junior Research Fellowship has given me the freedom to act as lead
guest editor of two linked theme issues of Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society B, which were released last year. Since then, I have published
five research articles, of which three were “first author”. My PhD student
William Hart published his first “first author” manuscript – in
collaboration with a lab at Hokkaido University, Japan. I have also begun
to develop collaborations with researchers at Colorado State University,
and I will be working with them to forecast changes in infectious disease
outbreak risk due to climate variability and change.
I have enjoyed participating in Christ Church’s outreach programme,
and I will be delivering workshops in Newcastle and London in the next
few months.
Professor R Vilain
In 2019 Robert Vilain gave two papers on Charlie Chaplin and the
European and Russian Avant-Garde, and published ‘Rilke, Rome and the
Poetics of Fountains’, German Life and Letters, 72.3 (2019), 297-334,
and ‘“Herr der Heerschaaren”? Rilke und Beethoven’, in Rilkes
Musikalität, ed. Thomas Martinec (Göttingen: V&R unipress, 2019), pp.
83-102. He has been appointed Director of the South, West, and Wales
Doctoral Training Partnership, based at the University of Bristol for a
four-year term.
Dr Gabrielle Watson
I spent the second year of my Postdoctoral Fellowship in Law at Christ
Church (held in association with a Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship
in the Faculty of Law) taking my first book to completion (Respect and
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Criminal Justice, forthcoming in early 2020 with Oxford University
Press). I taught Jurisprudence at Christ Church, Criminal Law at St
Catherine’s College, and convened, set, and examined the optional paper
in the Philosophy of Punishment in the Faculty of Law.
In Spring 2019, I spent time at the University of Cambridge as the
Inaugural Visiting Fellow in Law at the newly established Cambridge
Centre for Criminal Justice, where I gave two invited talks, made progress
on my second book (Just Words? The Ethical Language of Criminal
Justice), and received an invitation to return for a second Visiting
Fellowship in 2020.
In September 2019, I was elected to the five-year Shaw Foundation
Fellowship in Law at Lincoln College. I am privileged to have spent two
enriching years at Christ Church, and am delighted to maintain a
connection with College during the 2019-20 academic year as an active
participant in Access and Outreach events in Law, and an Associate
Member of the Senior Common Room.
Dr Saja al Zoubi (Cara Fellow)
I organised ‘socio-economic inclusion of Syrian refugees in host
countries’ workshop and presented ‘Syrian refugees in Lebanon: limited
livelihoods and untold challenges’ Christ church, June 2019.
https://www.qeh.ox.ac.uk/events/workshop-livelihoods-and-socioeconomic-inclusion-syrian-refugees-host-countries with
Workshop: Livelihoods and Socio-Economic Inclusion of Syrian
Refugees in Host Countries - Oxford Department of International
Development
The world is facing its biggest displacement crisis since the Second World
War, with 68.5 million people forced to flee their homes. Syrians
continue to be the largest forced migration population in the world, with
more than 13 million people displaced. That is more than half of the
Syrian population. Of these millions, only 5.5 million are registered and
hosted in Turkey,
www.qeh.ox.ac.uk
I gave a talk in Christ church Cathedral (Candlelight Coral) about the
current situation in Syria in Nov 2019.
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This concert is part of the nationwide Singing for Syrians campaign
which aims to raise money for people affected by the Syrian civil war.
The money is being raised in partnership with The Hands Up
Foundation, who work with small, efficient and local projects in and
around Syria. They aim to bring aid and awareness to some of Syria’s
most vulnerable people, still in the midst of a war that began over eight
years ago which has claimed the lives of 400,000, internally displaced 6.6
million others and become one of the worst humanitarian disasters of our
generation. All money raised will go to fund local projects on the ground,
including paying doctors’ wages in rural Southern Aleppo, providing
basic education for refugee children in Bekka Valley, and funding a
number of prosthetic limb clinics.
My report ‘Enhancing the livelihoods and food security of
Syrian refugees in Lebanon’ was published in 2019 with two international
organisations TWAS and ICARDA
https://repo.mel.cgiar.org/handle/20.500.11766/10065
Enhancing the Livelihood and Food Security of Syrian Refugees in
Lebanon
Saja Al Zoubi, Aden A. Aw-Hassan, Boubaker Dhehibi. (1/1/2019).
Enhancing the Livelihood and Food Security of Syrian Refugees in
Lebanon. Beirut, Lebanon: International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA).
repo.mel.cgiar.org
Presented my work results in different conferences:
- The 28th International Association for Feminist Economics Annual
Conference, ‘Where is Gender in the Analysis of the Coping
Strategies of Syrian Refugee Households in Lebanon?’ Glasgow
Caledonian University, Glasgow, Scotland. June 26-29, 2019.
-

Power, Borders and Ecologies in Arab Societies: Practices and
Imaginaries conference. Arabic Council for Social Science. “The
Internal Waves of Displacement: Challenges and Impact. The
Syrian Case.” Beirut, Lebanon. April 12-14, 2019.
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-

Refugees Studies Centre, Department of International
Development, University of Oxford. “Employment Barriers of
Syrian Refugees in Lebanon.” Oxford, UK. January 15, 2019.

Scientific editor and speaker in Forced Migration conference ‘Internal
Syrian displaced people between the war anathema and the forced
migration maze, socio-economic challenges and solutions’ Arab centre
for research and policy studies. Doha, Qatar, Nov 2019.
I was also awarded by Global Young Academy to be a member for 5
years (2020-2024) and by the World of Academy of Science (TWAS) to
be a member of TWAS Young Affiliates for 5 years (2020-2024).
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NEWS OF OLD MEMBERS
1946
Dick Sargent
The University of Warwick it to name a Chair after me, the ‘J.R. Sargent
Professorship of Economics’. I was one of ten founding professors of the
University, and started the Department of Economics there in 1965.
1953
Michael Perceval
Michael Perceval recently published ‘The Fiction of Ramon Del Valle
Inclan (4 vols: Amazon) translation.
1954
Rt Revd. Dr Christopher Allison
Publications: Fear, Love & Worship Guilt, Anger & God The Rise of
Moralisim. The Cruelty of Heresy Trust in an Age of Arrogance
1956
Richard Franklin
Richard Franklin reports that he produced, wrote and directed two plays
at the Baron’s Court Theatre, ‘Luck of the Draw and ‘Put it in the Car,
Cynthia!’
1959
William Jordan
William Jordan reports he is now Honorary Professor of Social Policy
and Social Work at the University of Plymouth. He has recently
published ‘Authoritarianism and How to Counter it’ with Palgrave
MacMillan.
1960
John Jacobs
Mr Jacob’s poem ‘Jasmine’, which was published in the Oxford
Magazine, has now appeared in Arabic translation in the journal Shafarat,
published in Mosul.
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1961
Richard Bullock
At the age of 76, Richard Bullock graduated with a PhD from
Nottingham Trent University. His Thesis was “Sheriffs’ Changing roles
in the East Midlands 1580-1640” which suitably combined his original
reading for a History degree, his career as a lawyer and his role as Under
Sheriff of Nottinghamshire for 35 years, 15 of which he was also Under
Sheriff of Derbyshire. Robin Hood remained elusive throughout!
Professor Arthur Horrocks
After discovering that there is no single documentary archive
representing the Lancashire Cotton Industry, Professor Horrocks has
secured funding to set up an archive at the University of Bolton. This
is based on the university’s own collection and another which has been
recently purchased.
Anthony Saunders
Having had plenty of fun as an engineer, I have now taken up History!
I published/wrote ‘Horsell Village Life Through a Century’ and am also
motoring historian of the Humber Register. Still occasionally designing
some medical products also.
1963
Leofranc Holford-Strevens
Leofranc Holford-Strevens has published ‘The Disputatio Chori et
Praetextati: The Roman Calendar for Beginners’, a new Oxford Classical
Text of ‘Aulus Gellius’ and ‘Gelliana’ A Textual Companion to the
Noctes Atticae of Aulus Gellius’.
1964
Peter Chenery
Peter Chenery (1964) tells us that he is (still) CEO of TRAT, which is
responsible to the Palace for delivering an award scheme in the honours
system called The Queen’s Anniversary Prizes for Higher and Further
Education. The Prizes are granted every two years by The Queen to
recognise excellence, innovation and beneficial work by UK universities
and colleges.
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Clifton Hughes
In 2019 the Orpheus Choir of North Hertfordshire celebrated 50 years
since its foundation by John Railton. At our anniversary concert I
received a presentation not only as chairman and accompanist for
umpteen years, but as the only member who has sung under all eleven of
our conductors. One memory I cherish most dearly is from the mid
1980s, when I looked down the row and realised that every tenor and
every bass was an Oxford man (we’re based in Hitchin!).
Professor Michael Morley
Emeritus Professor Michael Morley (pianist and translator), together
with noted Australian performer Robyn Archer and accordionist George
Butrumlis, is featured on a recent CD of French and German cabaret,
ranging from Le Chat Noir, through Frank Wedekind, Bertolt Brecht
and his composer-collaborators Kurt Weill and Hanns Eisler, Friedrich
Hollaender, Léo Ferré and Jacques Brel --------- Robyn Archer: Classic
Cabaret Rarities. (Rouseabout Records 2019).
1965
Robin Cook
In 2018 Robin Cook published ‘The Legend of Parzival - Retold by Robin
Cook’. The ISBN is 978-178250-496-2. The book has recently been
translated into Latvian and sales are going well.
1966
Alan Detheridge
Alan Detheridge now lives in Scottsdale, Arizona, and keeps busy by
working with charitable organisations. He is chairman of the Board of
the Natural Resource Charter and a board member and treasurer of the
Natural Resource Governance Institute, Publish What You Pay and the
Open Contracting Partnership.
1967
Gary Smith (Emeritus Professor of Population Biology and
Epidemiology, University of Pennsylvania)
‘My book, Back of the Envelope Modelling of Infectious Disease
Transmission Dynamics – For Veterinary Students, was published in
September 2019 by Cambridge Scholars Publishing.’
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1968
John Engler
John retired in 2019, and his daughter married in 2019. He obtained
LLCSW working with disturbed adolescents. His son is completing his
Orthopaedic Residency. He has been invited to compete for USA
National Frisbee Team.
Nicholas (Nick) Nops
Mr Nicholas “Nick” Nops (1968, Modern History) lives in Battersea,
London, has been a Board of Benefactors member since 2009, 1546
Society and TOM member, Christ Church Assoc Chairperson 20092015, Charles Stuart Society member, Development Board member since
2008, OU Chancellor's Court of Benefactors member since 2011, Picture
Gallery Patron, Achilles Club, Vincent’s Club, Nondescripts ChCh. He
enjoys art, classical music/opera, cricket, theatre, swimming, yoga, and
cycling. Is Syndicate Analyst at Hampden Private Capital. Attended
Westholme School. He ishugely generous to the House (esp. the Music
Trust) and University.
Jay Stiefel
In February 2019, Jay was chosen the University of Oxford’s North
American-based Alumni Author for his new book, The Cabinetmaker’s
Account: John Head’s Record of Craft & Commerce in Colonial
Philadelphia, 1718-1753 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society,
2019), volume 271 of the Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society.
After the book’s launch at Christ Church on April 30, Jay spoke at other
venues in the UK during the spring and autumn.
1969
James Cooper
James Cooper reports that he was awarded an OBE for political science
in the New Year’s Honours. He received it at the same investiture at
Buckingham Palace as Stephen Darlington.
Ian Ross ACMA MIMgt
In October 2019, Ian Ross was elected Chair of the Members in Practice
Panel of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants.
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1970
Andrew Carter
In September 2017 Andrew was elected to a Fellowship of the Royal
Academy of Engineering (FREng).
Timothy Saunders
Timothy Saunders has recently published a volume of verse titled ‘Fenten
Feryl’, a Cornish seafarer’s tale.
1971
The Revd. Douglas Dales
Douglas Dales reported his new publication – ‘Way Back to God: The
Spiritual Theology of St. Bonaventure’.
1972
Sir Stephen Bubb
Sir Stephen Bubb was appointed Acting Director of the Oxford Institute
of Charity, being established at New College, Oxford, in a tower to be
built in quadrangle of the college. He is currently fundraising the £30
million endowment with capital costs already found.
Antony Mason
It is with great regret that I must report the death of my older brother,
who was at Christ Church before me. Ian Godson MASON, [1963]. 10
December 2019 aged 74.
Stephen Steve Williams
Stephen Williams Recently published ‘A New Way of Doing Politics’ (ed
Williams, Ryland, Rivers, Irvine). Stephen was also elected to Waverley
Borough Council in May 2019, as the first Green Party councillor. He
was appointed to the executive as portfolio holder for environmental
sustainability.
1974
Richard Stoneman
Richard Stoneman reports that he recently published a book with
Princeton University Press – The Greek Experience of India, from
Alexander to the Indo-Greeks.
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1979
Dr Nigel Aston FRHS
Retired from the School of History and Politics at the University of
Leicester in 2019, after nearly 2 decades on the teaching staff. He is now
a Visiting Fellow at the University of Durham.
Revd Andrew Pritchard-Keens
Rev’d Andrew Pritchard-Keens reports that he started as Rector of Olney
at the end of 2018. He now has a family of five and they are very much
enjoying their new location. He continues as Chaplain to the Feltmakers,
Thames Valley Police and local RBL.
1982
Helen Dorey
Helen Fleure Dorey was recently awarded an MBE for services to
heritage.
1983
Professor William ‘Bill’ Philpott FRHistS
William Philpott reports that he was elected President of the British
Commission for Military History in February 2019.
1985
Nicholas Harwick
Curatorial Director, Toula Museum of Australia Inc.
(www.toulamuseum.com), the museum of Lebanese culture in Sydney,
since 2009.
1989
Ian Gordon
In July 2019 Claire and Ian welcomed their daughter, Camille Margaret
Mary Gordon, a sister for Alexander Anthony Michel.
1990
Professor Lyndon Da Cruz FRCO
Professor da Cruz was given the ‘Australian of the Year in the United
Kingdom’ Award for services to medical research and international
teaching.
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1992
Professor Catherine Greenhill
I was promoted to Professor on 1 January 2019. In fact, my two colleagues
(also promoted on that day) and I were the first women to be promoted
to Professor in the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University
of New South Wales, Sydney.
1993
Toby Purser
Toby Purser has been appointed Head of Conducting at the Royal
College of Music, London, starting in January 2020.
1997
Lieutenant Colonel Nicola Roberts
Lt Col Nicola Roberts reports that both her and her husband, Steve, were
selected for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel from within the Army. In
May their twins, Jonathan and Sophie were born.
1999
Rosemary Johns
Rosemary Johns reports that she was named USA Today bestselling
author earlier this year with her series ‘Rebel Angels’. She has had further
Rebel series. This includes ‘Rebel Werewolves’, ‘Rebel Vampires: The
Complete Series’, and ‘Rebel Legends’. She also currently works as a
developmental editor.
2004
Professor Thomas Bisson FBA
Now 88, I am too old to retain active engagement with ChCh. I was a
Fowler Hamilton Research Fellow in 2004. I was then working on ‘The
Crisis of the Twelfth Century’…Princeton 2009, with thanks to ChCh.
My work in retirement will be published next month as ‘The
Chronography of Robert of Torigni’ 2 vols. (Oxford 2020). My travel is
now reduced, but I may wish once again to reserve a room in college
when visiting Oxford.
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Lydia Prieg
Lydia Faye Prieg and her husband, Alex Barnes-Graham, celebrated the
birth of their first child on 26th September 2019. Their son is named
Edward Isaac.
2006
Daniel Barnes
Daniel Barnes’s son was born on 27th May 2019 and was named Lukan
Rieck-Barnes
2015
Dominic Leonard
Dominic Leonard reports that he recently won the Eric Gregory Award
for poets under 30. This has previously been won by poets including
Alice Oswald and Christ Church’s own Peter McDonald.
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DECEASED MEMBERS
David Alfred ACLAND, CBE DL [1949]. 18 September 2018 aged 88.
James William Henry ALLAN, [1953]. 4 September 2019 aged 86.
John Benedict ALLEN, [1970]. 4 January 2019 aged 66.
Simon Arundel APPLEBY, [1957]. 2 March 2019 aged 81
Brian Carrington BENNETT, [1951]. 24 May 2019 aged 88.
Graham BLAIR-WILLIAMS, [1947]. 7 May 2019 aged 94.
Philip Godman Peppin BROWN, [1944]. 25 April 2019 aged 94.
George Law CAWKWELL, [1946], 18 February 2019 aged 99.
Robert Victor Carnegie CLEVELAND-STEVENS, [1938]. 6 March
2019 aged 99.
Michael Dukes CONSTANTINIDI, [1948]. 7 February 2019 aged 90.
Nicholas Henty Adam CURTIS, [1969]. 1 December 2017
Malcolm DINNING, [1949]. 2 December 2018 aged 89
John DOWNEY, [1960]. 24 October 2019 aged 89.
Catherine Susan DRAYCOTT, [1986]. 14 March 2019
Graham DUGDALE, [1970]. 7 March 2018
Lieutenant-Colonel David Cecil EDWARDS, [1955]. 7 June 2019 aged
81
Alan Christopher ELLIOT, [1955]. 7 March 2019 aged 81.
William (Bill) Nelson GRAY, [1971]. 8 April 2019 aged 66.
Professor James GRIFFIN, [1960]. November 2019 aged 86.
Peter Martin Panton HALL, [1964]. In 2018 aged 72.
Henry Thomas Peter HAMMERBECK, [2001]. 15 November 2019
aged 36.
Keta Jean HANSEN, [1989]. January 2019 aged 47.
Colin John Jeffery Dine HART, [1960]. 2 June 2019 aged 79.
Thaddeus Goode HOLT, [1952]. 29 December 2018 aged 89.
David HOOLEY, [1950]. 18 April 2019 aged 87.
James Ian Rees HORTON [1953]. In 2019 aged 85.
Professor Sir Michael Eliot HOWARD, [1941]. Honorary Student of
Christ Church. 30 November 20129 aged 97.
Robert (Bob) Floyd JUDD, [1980]. 24 august 2019 aged 63.
Brian KNIGHT, [1954]. 12 September 2019.
Jeremy LANCASTER, [1956]. 3 April 2019 aged 83.
Gavin George LEWIS, [1960]. In 2019 aged 76.
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John LLOYD, [1953]. 31 October 2019 aged 86.
Robin LUSH, [1950]. In 2019 aged 87.
Roderick MACLEOD, [1958]. In May 2019 aged 79.
Timothy Ian Godson MASON, [1963]. 10 December 2019 aged 74.
Alfred Peter MAYNE, [1945]. In March 2019 aged 95.
Murray Adams McLAGGAN, [1957]. Former Governing Body
Member of Christ Church, 12 February 2019 aged 89.
Douglas MORRISON, [1978]. 9 November 2019 aged 59.
Dietrich (Dieter) PEVSNER, [1950]. October 2019.
Roderick Hugh PLASTOW, [1950]. 27 May 2019 aged 73.
Sir Clive Martin ROSE, [1946]. 17 April 2019 aged 97.
The Rt Revd. Bruce Stanley ROSIER, [1950]. 28 February 2019 aged
90.
Paul Donald Stewart SLATER, [1977]. 22 February 2019 aged 59.
Arthur Guy Malins SLATTER, [1955. 18 February 2019 aged 83.
Sir James Douglas SPOONER, [1952]. 2 August 2019 aged 87
Nicholas John Marston SPURRIER, [1958]. Aged 80.
John Raoul Wilmot STANSFIELD MBE FIFM JP DL, [1955]. 17
March 2o19 aged 84.
Gordon Kenneth Grist STEVENS, [1943]. September 2019 aged 93.
Brian Lance Dawson STONE, [1957]. 12 June 2019 aged 82.
Michael Walter STRINGFELLOW, [1957]. In 2018 aged 88.
Peter Dudley STUART, [1938]. 24 January 2019 aged 99.
Stephen Richard Kent, TAYLOR, [1963]. 2 March 2019 aged 74.
Timothy Stuart Brooke UNMACK, [1958]. In 2019.
The Revd Christopher Russell Doggett WALTER, [1943]. In 2018 aged
93.
Timothy George WHITWORTH, [1955]. 17 April 2019 aged 86.
Richard Jeremy WILLDER, [1958]. 13 November 2019 aged 81.
Lord William of Elvel – Charles Cuthbert Powell WILLIAMS, [1951] 30
December 2019 aged 86.
Peter WOLLEN, [1956]. 17 December 2019 aged 81.
Geoffrey Alexander WOODWARD, [1944]. 7 December 2018 aged 92.
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FINAL HONOUR SCHOOLS
Biochemistry
2:1
Jessica Parkes
Chemistry
1
Nicolas Desclee de Maredous
1
Joost Kimpel
1
Iuliu-Cezar Zainescu
Economics and Management
1
Jack Eales
1
Matthias Hoffman-Vagenheim
1
Henning Zschietzschmann
Engineering Science
1
Max Bain
2:1
Daniel Dorda
1
Shu Ishida
2:1
Isobel Patterson
1
Thomas Yates
English Language and Literature
2:1
Eleanor Besse
2:1
Olivia Bradley
2:1
Ruth Bushell
2:1
Annoushka Clear
1
Polly Halladay
1
Henrietta Halstead
1
Solomon Hardwick
2:1
Chloe Hesley
1
Nicole Jashapara
Fine Art
2:1
Eleanor Arnold
2:1
Michelle Chin
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Geography
2:1
Callum Clearly
2:1
Rachel Parlour
1
Isabel Picton-Turbervill
1
Katarzyna Plewa
1
Isabel Smout
History
2:1
Samuel Hines
2:1
Laura Rosenheim
1
Amelia Stein
History & Modern Languages
1
Tristan Balakrishna
History of Art
2:1
Josephine Bailey
2:1
Helena Hayes
2:1
Amy Shaheir
Languages – European and Middle Eastern
2:1
Salimah Bilal
Languages - Modern Languages
1
Nicholas Cornforth
2:1
Verity Crane
2:1
Sophie Sythes
1
Jonathan Wiley
Languages – Philosophy & Modern Languages
1
Seline Delcourt
1
Eleanore Decaux
Law
2:1
2:1

Ross Hextall
Lingduo Jiang
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Literae Humaniores
1
Oliver Grell
2:1
Thomas Ames
2:1
Sarah Conkerton
2:1
Isabelle Graves
2:1
George Hill
Mathematics - MMaths
2:1
Jason Pilsbury
Mathematics - BA
2:1
Thomas Pullan
2.1
Ciara Ward
Mathematics & Statistics
2.1
Aron Hegedus
Mathematics & Theoretical Physics
Dist
Jacques Bara
Medical Sciences
1
William Brebner
1
Ali Manji
2:1
David Kim
2:1
Shanghavie Loganathan
2:1
Ian Palmeri
2:1
Emily Swift
Music
2:1
2:1
1
2:1
1
1

Aiden Atkinson
Chloe Barnes
Huw Cheston
India Foulston
Makoto James
Georgina Lloyd-Owen
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Oriental Studies (Persian)
1
Serena Watson-Follett
Oriental Studies (Chinese)
2:1
Lydia Dowden
Philosophy, Politics and Economics
1
Alfie Gibbs
2:1
Jamie Doughty
2:1
Darius Lathan-Koenig
2:1
Jonah Munday
2:1
Caroline Neubert
2:1
Thomas Piotrowicz
2:1
Norbert Sobolak
Physics – MPhys
2:1
Theodore Keeping
1
Daniel Orr
Psychology – Experimental
2:1
William Wheatley
Psychology, Philosophy & Linguistics
1
Rachel Cross
2:1
Chloe Ravenscroft
2:1
Isabelle Stanley
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GRADUATE DEGREES
The following Christ Church graduates successfully completed their
courses and passed examinations in 2019:
D.PHIL
Simon Abram
Azlina Aziz
Louis Cortes
Kathrin Jansen
Sergio Martin
Michael Mordan
Dylan Morris
Homero Paltan Lopez
Alexandros Pappas
Betty Raman
Vanessa Restrepo Schild
Sam Rowan
James Shires

Musculoskeletal Sciences
English
Chemistry: Physical & Theoretical
Clinical Medicine
Astrophysics
Chemistry: Physics & Theoretical
Population Health
Geography
Modern Languages
Clinical Medicine
Chemical Biology
International Relations
International Relations

BCL
Aymen Ati
Jack Maxwell
Jerome Squires

Civil Law
Civil Law
Civil Law

MBA
Hui Christina He
Onome Ofeman
Monika Ondicova
Yuan Daniel Toh
Benjamin Walker
Scott Whitehead

Business Administration Distinction
Business Administration
Business Administration
Business Administration Distinction
Business Administration
Business Administration

M.Jur
Fabian Eichberger

Law

M.PHIL
Kelly Benguigui

Politics
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Merit
Distinction
Distinction

Distinction

Samuel Budnyk
Benjamin Eastman
Paula Gaither
M.Sc
Thomas Ickeringill
Mikhail Kuchapin
Felix Le Merle
Raphael Lescot
Truong-Chi Nguyen
Paul Oudin
Javier Paz valbuena
Constantin Puiu
Charlotte Soman
Max Thome
Matthew Tse
Sapphire Vital
Hannah Willison
M.St
Altair Brandon-Salmon
Jiajia Cai
Ashley Crawford
Mungo Evans
Sebastian Hyams
Jessica McEwen

Music
International Relations Distinction
Classical Archaeology
Taxation
Distinction
Taxation
Environmental Change
and Management
Distinction
Mathematical and
Computational Finance
Taxation
Law and Finance
Merit
Taxation
Distinction
Computing
Taxation
Distinction
Mathematical Finance
Law and Finance
Distinction
Environmental Change
and Management
Taxation

History of Art and
Visual Culture
General Linguistics and
Comparative Philology
Music
Medieval History
Greek and/Latin Languages
and Literature
Distinction
History of Art and
Merit
Visual Culture

PGCE
William Aynsley
Bethany Graham
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Notice of Awards and University Prizes awarded to Junior
Members 2018- 2019
Gibbs Prize (Prelims) in English Language & Literature:Stephan Mysko Von Schultze
Gibbs Prize in Music:Huw Cheston

Gibbs Prize for the best use of experimental apparatus in an MPhys
Project:Burtie Spry

Linda McDowell Prize for the best Critical Human Geography
dissertation in FHS Geography 2019
Katarzyna Plewa

Early Career Excellent Teacher award
Tanadet Pipatpolkai (Biochemistry)
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GAUDIES
One of the most tangible representations of the lifelong link between the
House and its members is the tradition of Gaudy hospitality. Gaudy
dates are necessarily linked to Term weeks and are normally held on
Fridays in late June and late September/early October. The Governing
Body customarily confirms the arrangements, including the date, about
four months in advance of the event and invitations are posted around
two months ahead. It is, of course, important that you keep the House
informed of any change of address. Any Old member who is considering
advance travel plans is urged to check with the Alumni Relations Officer
before making firm commitments. The College hopes to welcome as
many Old Members as possible and therefore, as you may know, this is
not an occasion to which it is possible to invite spouses, partners or other
family members. It is hoped to adhere to the following schedule, which
is based on year of first matriculating as a member of the House:
1971-1975
1976-1980

27 June 2020
3 October 2020

With your invitation you will be sent a letter confirming the details for
the occasion, including parking arrangements and a booking form. On
the booking form you will be asked to advise us of any special dietary or
accessibility needs, whether you would like overnight accommodation.
There will also be space to note any seating or room requests. You will
receive an email to confirm your booking, requirements and requests no
later than two weeks after the Development Office receives the returned
booking form.
The Gaudy programme is normally as follows:
Friday
3.30pm
4.00pm
6.00 pm
7.00 pm
8.00 pm

Tea available in the Sir Michael Dummett
Exhibition Space
Talks in the Lecture Theatre
Evensong in the Cathedral
Pre-dinner Drinks
Dinner in Hall
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Saturday
8.00 am to 9.30 am
9.00 am to midday
10.00 am

Gaudy Breakfast in Hall
Refreshments available
Walking tours

There will be a display of archival material, related to your year of
matriculation, in the Upper Library.
Dress code: Gowns are worn. Dinner Jacket – Decorations.
Charges: the only charges are for a room overnight and gown hire, if
required.
For further information, please contact
development.office@chch.ox.ac.uk.
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES TO STAY AT CHRIST CHURCH
Christ Church has a small number of guest rooms available in term time,
which Old Members are welcome to book, subject always to availability.
Please contact the Conference & Events Assistant, Mrs Emma Timms,
on 01865 286848 or e-mail conferenceoffice@chch.ox.ac.uk.
During the Easter and Summer vacation, accommodation is available on
the main site or at one of our two annexes: 117 St Aldates, a 3-minute
walk from Christ Church and at the Liddell Building [self-catering flats]
at 60 Iffley Road, in East Oxford (Summer only). All bookings are made
online https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/conferences/staying-christ-church.
To receive alumni discount, Old Members are invited to use the
promotional
code
‘alumni’
when
making
a
booking
https://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/conferences/accommodation
Christ Church can only accommodate adults aged 18 and over (this
includes babies/children sharing a room with adults).
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CONFERENCES AT CHRIST CHURCH
Conferences
Christ Church welcomes Conference and Summer School groups during
the College Vacation (March/April, July, August and September). We
offer a variety of meeting rooms and a modern lecture theatre in buildings
clustered around Tom Quad. Facilities include WiFi, bottled water, a
flipchart/whiteboard and a Christ Church notepad and pen. Audio-visual
equipment (AV) can be hired for an additional fee for rooms without
fixed facilities.
Day Meetings and Private Dinners
The McKenna Room, is an attractive and spacious multi-purpose room
with oil paintings and fire place, that can be used as a dining room or
meeting space weekdays during term time or as a meeting space in late
August and September. Maximum capacity – 60 Theatre Style. Private
lunches and dinners can be arranged in the McKenna Room from
Monday to Friday during Term time, subject to availability. Dinners
begin at 8.00pm, to fit with our student dining. The McKenna Room
layout is flexible to suit your event and can seat up to 47 guests.
Minimum numbers for dining are 20 people. It is also possible to have
pre-dinner drinks in the nearby Buttery Bar from 7.30pm.
Banquets
The Great Hall can be booked for private banquets for special occasions.
However, please note that availability is extremely limited to a few days
during the vacation only, due to our conference commitments. Our
minimum numbers for dining are 100 people.
For more information please contact the Conference and Events Office:
conferenceoffice@chch.ox.ac.uk
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PUBLICATIONS
The following Christ Church publications are available from the Library:
Some Scientists in the Life of Christ Church, Oxford, by P W Kent.
Christ Church, Oxford: The Portrait of a College, by
Hugh Trevor-Roper.
Cartulary of the Mediaeval Archives of Christ Church, ed. by
N Denholm-Young.
Christ Church and Reform, 1850-1867, by E G W Bill and J F A Mason.
Education at Christ Church, 1660-1800, by E G W Bill.
The Building Accounts of Christ Church Library, 1716-1779: A
Transcription, with an Introduction and Indices of Donors and
Craftsmen, ed. by Jean Cook and John Mason.
The Emergence of Estate Maps: Christ Church, Oxford, 1600 to 1840, by
David H Fletcher.
For information on prices and postage, please contact the Library at:
library@chch.ox.ac.uk
The following catalogues are sold by the Picture Gallery. Requests for
purchases should be directed to the Picture Gallery staff.
Drawings by Old Masters at Christ Church, Oxford, by J Byam Shaw.
Paintings by Old Masters at Christ Church, Oxford: Catalogue, by
J Byam Shaw.
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CATHEDRAL CHOIR: CDs
CDs
The Door To Paradise, Music from the Eton Choirbook
Christ Church Cathedral Choir
Director of Music: Stephen Darlington
AVIE AV2395
Invictus: A Passion
Christ Church Cathedral Choir
Director of Music: Stephen Darlington
CORO COR16165
Full details of CD releases with reviews and the option to purchase via
Amazon or iTunes may be found on the Cathedral Choir website under
Discography:http://www.chchchoir.org/discography
For CDs currently available for purchase at Christ Church, please contact
The Shop, Christ Church, Oxford, OX1 1DP.
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